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Durant les dernières années, plusieurs études ont été réalisées dans le but de comprendre 

le comportement des poudres fines dans les lits vibrants ainsi que dans les lits fluidisés 

gazlsolides. En effet. la vibration et la fluidisation de ces poudres posent des défis à 

cause de la complexité des processus microscopiques comme, par exemple. celui de 

I0aggloméntion. Cette thèse introduit une technique innovatrice d'incorporation des 

phénomènes d'agglomération et de désagglomération dans la simulation du 

comportement des particules fines. Plus précisemment. pour prédire le comportement 

des poudres cohésives dans les lits vibrants ou fluidisés, les processus d'agglomération 

et de désagglomération sont moddisés comme la formation et destruction de liaisons 

interparticulaires durant leurs collisions. Les deux paramètres qui caractérisent ces 

phénomènes sont lu barriére d'énergie de cohésion et la cohésivité. 

Pour cette simulation, la dynamique moléculaire est utilisée pour les lits vibrants, alors 

que la dynamique stokesieme est employée pour décrire les lits fluidisés gazlsolides. 

Des simulations directes sont faites à deux dimensions utilisant 300 sphères ayant un 

diamètre uniforme de 2.99 mm dans un recipient trapézoïdale sous vibration verticale 

avec une amplitude de 2.5 mm et une fréquence de 20 Hz sans introduction de gaz. 

Dans des conditions non-cohésives, Ies résultats de la simulation sont en accord avec 



ceux dans la littérature. Les résultats de la simulation ont aussi montré deux populations 

d'aggrégats. l'une avec une taille uniforme et l'autre avec une distribution 

granulométrique étendue. La première situation se trouve dans le cas des poudres 

faiblement cohésives. alors que l'autre cas est celui des poudres très cohésives. De plus, 

on a observé certains comportements macroscopiques intéressants comme la présence 

de cycles alternés d'agglomération et de désagglomération. 

Les simulations des lits fluidisés gaz/solides sont réalisées par la dynamique 

stokesienne en deux dimensions. Afin de valider expérimentalement ce mode de 

simulation. les caractéristiques du lit et le mouvement des particules obtenus par la 

simulation de dynamique stokesieme dans le cas de la poudre FCC ('Fluid Cracking 

Catalyst') sont comparés a w  résultats expérimentau?< obtenus par la méthode de la 

poursuite d'une particule radioactive. par fibres optiques ainsi que ceux obtenus 

directement de Ia littérature, 

Le modéle d'agglomération et de désagglomération est ensuite utilisé avec la méthode 

de dynamique stokesieme pour simuler le comportement des poudres faiblement et 

fortement cohésives dans les lits fluidisés. Encore ici, la simulation des poudres 

faiblement cohésives indique une formation d'agrégats de taille petite et uniforme qui 

sont liés par des liaisons faibles. Par contre. celle des poudres cohésives cause 

l'agglomération complète des particules fines amenant à la formation des gros 

agglomérats qui défluidisent complètement ou partiellement le lit dépendamment des 
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deux paramètres que nous avons introduits. Des simulations complémentaires indiquent 

que des valeurs supérieures d'énergie de collision et des valeurs inférieures de la 

cohésivité améliorent la fluidisabilité de ce type de poudres. 

Pour améliorer la fluidisabilité des poudres fortement cohésives. on a utilisé les trois 

techniques suivantes (déjà utilisées expérimentalement dans la littérature): (a) vitesses 

de gaz largement supérieures à la vitesse minimum de fluidisation des particules 

initiales (b) fluidisation couplée à la vibration du lit et (c) lit fluidisé de forme conique. 

L'influence de ces techniques sur la microscopie du lit tels que le mouvement des 

particules et la formation et la destruction des agglomérats durant les collisions a été 

étudiée d'une manière qualitative. ConformCment à la littérature. les trois techniques 

ont méliorti la fluidisabilité d'une poudre trks cohésive. De plus. pour améliorer la 

fluidisation tout en diminuant l'emportement des particules. une combinaison de la 

fluidisation à vitesse de gaz supérieure à la vitesse minimum de fluidisation couplée à 

une vibration externe du lit est suggérée. Enfin. un diagramme des poudres cohésives 

est fourni pour expliquer les interactions des paramètres du modèle d'agglomération et 

de désagglomération. 



ABSTRACT 

During the past few decades, s eved  studies have been conducted to undeetand the 

behaviour of powders in vibrated and gas-solid fluidized beds. In fact. vibration and 

Buidization of these powders pose various challenges due to the cornplexity of the 

rnicroscopic processes such as agglomention. This thesis introduces an innovative 

technique of incorporating the agglomention and deagglomention phrnomena in the 

simulation of the behaviour of fine powders. More precisely. in order to predict the 

behaviour of cohesive powders in vibnted or $as fluidized beds. the agglomention and 

deagglomeration processes are modelled as the formation and destruction of interparticle 

bonds during particle collisions. The two parameters which chmcterize these 

phenomena are the cohesive energV barrirr md the cohesivity of the powder. 

For this simulation. Molecular Dyamics is used for vibnted beds while Stokesian 

Dynarnics est employed to descnbe gas-solid fiuidized beds. 

Two-dimensional direct simulations are performed using 300 spheres 2.99 mm in 

diameter in a trapezoidal container vibrated vertically at an amplitude of 2.5 mm and 20 

Hz frequency as preliminary conditions. Under non-cohesive conditions, the results are 

in agreement with those found in the literanire. Simulation results reveal two aggregate 

populations, one with uniform size aggregates and another population with multi-sized 

aggregates. The former aggregates were more prevaient in weakly cohesive powders 



while the latter in highly cohesive powders. Interesting macroscopic bed behaviour such 

as alternating cycles of aggiomeration and deagglorneration were aiso observed. 

Simulations of gas-solid fluidized beds are carried out using the Stokesian Dynamics 

method in bvo dimensions. In order to experimentiilly validate the use of this simulation 

type, the bed characteristics and the motion of particles obtained by Stokesian Dynamics 

in the case of FCC powder (Fluid Cracking Catalyst) are cornpared with experirnental 

results obtained by the radioactive particle acking method, fiber-optic method and 

those found directly in the literature. 

The agglomeration-deagglomeration mode1 is used in conjunction with the Stokesian 

Dynarnics method to simulate weakly and strongly cohesive powders. Here again, 

simulation of weakly cohesive powders indicate the formation of srnaIl, unifonn size 

aggregates which are held together by weak bonds. Fluidization of strongly cohesive 

powders causes the comptete agglomeration of the fine particles to form of strong, large 

size agglomerates which caused cornplete or partial defluidization of the bed depending 

on the parameters that are introduced. Additional simulation results indicate that higher 

values of the minimum collisional energy and lower cohesivity of the powder aids in 

improving the fluidizability of cohesive powders. 

To improve the gas fluidizability of strongly cohesive powders, the following three 

techniques (alteady used in experiments reported in the literature) are used: (a) gas 



velocity much higher than the minimum fluidization velocity (b) vibration-assisted 

fluidization and (c) tapered fluidizer. The influence of these techniques on the bed 

microscopy such as particle motion and the formation and destruction of agglomerates 

during collisions are studied qualitatively. In accordance with the literature, the three 

techniques irnprove the fluidizability of a highly cohesive powder. Moreover, for a 

simuItaneous improvement of the fluidizability and restnined particle entrainment, a 

combination of the fluidization at gas velocity higher than the minimum fluidization 

condition coupled with an extemal vibration of the bed is suggested. Finally, a cohesive 

powder diagram is provided to explain the interactions of the parameters of the 

agglomeration-deagglomeration mode1 with the operating conditions. 



Les poudres se trouvent partout dans la nature et elles possèdent des comportements 

uniques et très complexes. En effet, elles peuvent se comprimer comme des g a z  

s'écouler comme des liquides et subir des contraintes sans se déformer comme des 

solides. De plus. les poudres fines appartiennent à une catégorie spéciale des poudres à 

cause de leurs forces interparticulaires non négligeables par rapport à leur poids. Les 

poudres fines bien representées par les poudres de Croupe C de la classification de 

Geldart sont souvent utilisées dans Irs industries de procédé tels que dans les réactions 

catalytiques, la production de céramique. le séchage ... Particulièrement. leur 

fluidisation est un processus très important dans plusieurs types d'industries. 

Cependant, leur fluidisation est très difficile à atteindre à cause de la présence des forces 

interparticulaires telles que les forces de Van der Waals. les forces capillaires et les 

forces électrostatiques. 

Les résultats de plusieurs études expenmentales indiquent un renardage à basses vitesses 

du gaz et l'agglomération a hautes vitesses. Pour contrecarrer les effets de ces forces, 

certaines techniques expérimentales sont développées pour améliorer la fluidisabilité des 

poudres fines: fluidisation à des vitesses superficielles largement supérieures à la vitesse 

minimale de fluidisation des particules initiales, la diminution des forces 

interparticulaires (par exemple le remplacement d'un métal déposé sur une silice par son 
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oxyde). la vibration du lit et une configuration plus adéquate du lit (exemple du lit 

conique). 

A cause de la difficulté de mesurer directement ces forces particulaires et de leur nature 

microscopique, très peu d'études existent dans la littérature pour comprendre tous les 

phénomènes engendrés par ces poudres. Pour la première fois. un travail de recherche 

complet a été planifié pour simuler et par conséquent pour comprendre le comportement 

des poudres fines sous des conditions de vibration ou de fluidisation du lit. 

Dans un premier temps, cette thèse s'est attaquée à simuler. par la méthode de la 

dynamique moléculaire. le comportement sans gaz d'un lit vibrant de particules fines en 

introduisant un processus nouveau d'agglomération et de désagglomération (AGEDE). 

Au préalable. cene simulation a été partiellement validée par des résultats 

expérimentaux de la littérature avec des particules ayant des forces interparticulaires 

négligeables. Ensuite. un lit fluidisé vibrant ou non. mettant en oeuvre des particules C a 

été simulé en utilisant la dynamique stokesienne couplée au modèle déjà introduit 

AGEDE. Cette simulation a été aussi partiellement validée par des données obtenues 

par des techniques de traçage d'une particule radioactive et fibres optiques en fluidisant 

des particules A (de la classification de Geldart). Grâce à cene simulation, un nouveau 

pont vient d'être érigé entre les propriétés micoscopiques des poudres fines et l e m  

comportements macroscopiques. 
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Vibration des poudres fines: 

Des simulations directes ont été réalisées à deux dimensions utilisant 300 sphères ayant 

un diamètre uniforme de  2.99 mm dans un recipient trapézoïdale sous vibration verticale 

avec une amplitude de 2.5 mm et une Fréquence de 20 Hz et sans gaz. Les trois types de 

forces qui agissent sur les particules sont les forces des sphères dures (pour éviter le 

chevauchement des particules). la force de fiction et la force de gravité. Dans des 

conditions non-cohésives, les résultats de la simulation sont en accord avec ceuy dans la 

littérature. Pour prédire le comportement des poudres cohésives, les processus 

d'agglomération et de désagglomintion sont modélisés comme la formation et 

destruction des liaisons interparticulaires durant les collisions (modèle AGEDE). Les 

deus paramétres que nous avons définis et qui ont servi à modéliser l'agglornération et 

la dçsaggloméntion des poudres sont la barrière d'énergie de cohésion et la cohésivité 

des poudres. Le modèle propose que l'agglomération de plusieurs particules est le h i t  

d'une collision spéciale entre deux particules (particule initiale ou agglomérat) qui 

transforment une partie de leur énergie de collision en énergie de liaison. Le rapport de 

ces énergies est défini comme étant la cohésivité d'une poudre. La désagglomération 

d'un agglomérat se fait lors d'une collision quand l'énergie de collision peut casser des 

liaisons internes plus faibles. Le minimum d'énergie capable de détruire un agglomérat 

est défini comme étant la barrière d'énergie de cohésion. 

Les résultats de la simulation montrent deux populations d'aggrégats. Dans le cas d'une 

poudre faiblement cohésive, une taille uniforme d'aggrégats est obtenue dors que si elle 
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est fortement cohésive, une large distribution granulométrique caractérise le lit. De plus, 

certains comportements macroscopiques intéressants peuvent être observés: comme par 

exemple l'existence de cycles alternés d'agglomération et de désagglomération. 

Fluidisafion des podrrs  cohksives pur I 'air: 

Les simulations du lit fluidisés à gaz ont eti réalisées en utilisant la dynamique 

stokesieme en deux dimensions. Dans cette méthode, on estime les interactions 

hydrodynamiques a travers ses deux composantes: (i) les forces longues-portées qui 

répresentent les interactions miiltiples entre toutes les particules et (ii) les forces de 

lubrication qui représentent les forces répulsives qui agissent entre les particules 

voisines. Dans la simulation sans cohésion (ou négligeable), les seules interactions 

interparticulaires sont des collisions élastiques. 

Les caractéristiques du lit et le mouvement des particules qui sont obtenues par cette 

simulation dans le cas des poudres FCC ('Fluid Cracking Catalyst') s'accordent bien 

avec les résultats expérimentaux obtenus par les méthodes de traçage d'une particule 

radioactive (TPR) et des fibres optiques. ainsi qu'avec les modèles de bullage qui 

existent dans la littérature. Dans cette comparaison, la taille et la vitesse des bulles. la 

porosité du lit et le mouvement des particules ont été considérés. 



Le modèle d'agglomération et de désagglomération (AGEDE) est ensuite couplé à la 

dynamique stokesieme pour simuler des poudres faiblement et aussi fortement 

cohésives. Encore ici, la simulation des poudres faiblement cohésives indique la 

formation des aggrégats de taille petite et uniforme qui sont liés par des liaisons faibles. 

alors que la fluidisation des poudres cohésives cause l'agglomération complète des 

particules fines qui défluidise le lit. Des simulations complémentaires indiquent que 

des valeurs supérieures d'énergie de cohésion et des valeurs inférieures de la cohésivité 

améliorent la fluidisabilité de ces poudres. 

La fluidisation des poudres faiblement cohésives cause la formation d'aggrégats de taille 

uniforme de 3.0 (la longeur caractéristique est 1 .O. le rayon des particulrs) qui occupent 

30% de la masse du lit. Environ 10% du lit est formé de gros aggrégats avec une 

distribution de taille plus que 3.0. Les énergies instantanées des liaisons indiquent que 

les petits aggrégats sont tenus par les liaisons faibles. 

La simulation des poudres fortement cohésives indique une augmentation graduelle de 

l'énergie des liaisons dans le système. Le diamètre effectif des agglomérats atteint un 

maximum de 6.0. Dans ce cas, plus que 90% du lit est composé d'aggIomérats qui 

défluidisent complétement le lit. Ce comportement est souvent observé 

expérimentalement pour des poudres cohésives telles les cryogels. 
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L'intégration de la dynamique stokesienne au modèle AGEDE a permis de tirer des 

propriétés macroscopiques des poudres cohésives à partir de données rnicroscopiques 

telles l'énergie de liaison et la cohésivité. 

Pour améliorer la fluidisabilité des poudres fortement cohésives. on a utilisé les trois 

techniques suivantes (déjà utilisées expérimentalement dans la littérature): (a) vitesses 

de gaz largement supérieures à la vitesse minimum de fluidisation des particules 

initiales (b) fluidisation couplée à la vibration du lit et (c) lit fluidisé de forme conique. 

L'influence de ces techniques sur la microscopie du lit tels que le mouvement des 

particules et la formation et la destruction des agglomérats durant les collisions a été 

étudiée d'une manière qualitative. conformément a la littérature. les trois techniques 

ont amélioré la fluidisabilité d'une poudre très cohésive. De plus. pour une amélioration 

de la tluidisation tout en diminuant l'emportement des particules. une combinaison de la 

fluidisation à vitesse de gaz supérieure B la vitesse minimum de fluidisation couplée à 

une vibration externe du lit est suggérée. 

Enfin, un diagramme des poudres cohésives est fourni pour expliquer les interactions des 

paramètres du AGEDE. Ce diagramme est un outil qualitatif qui explique la relation du 

comportement des poudres cohésives et les meilleures conditions opératoires de leur 

fluidisation. 



Pour la continuation de la recherche sur les poudres fines, on suggère quelques 

recommandations qui incluent l'accélération du code de la dynamique stokesienne. la 

modification de cette méthode pour simuler la fluidisation d'une poudre hétérogène 

(distribution non-uniforme de la taille des particdes) et la possibilité de simuler de 

grands systèmes (nombre de particules élevé) afin d'avoir des comportements plus 

représentatifs. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Powders form a unique class of solids exhibiting both solid and fluid-like behaviours. 

Like solids they c m  withstand deformation. like liquids, they c m  flow, and like gases, 

they c m  be compressed. Fine powden that are of relevance to this paper are best 

represented by the Group C powders of Geldart's classification. Several industrial 

processes such as catalytic reactions, drying operations or just simple transportation 

involve gas fluidization of such fine powders. The presence of interparticle forces such 

as the Van der Waals. the capillary and the electrostatic forces as well as other direct 

particle-particle interactions (e.g. interlocking, deformation etc.) rnake them dificult to 

be gas fluidized. Expenmental observations of gas fluidized fine powders here at the 

C hemical Engineering Department reveai phenomena suc h as plug-rise, channelling and 

particle agglornention. Certain experimental techniques have been conceived to 

improve gas fluidizability of such powden including the subjection of cohesive powders 

to vertical vibration in addition to gas flow in the bed. Several studies are available in 

the literature on vibnted powders which include reports on behaviours such as 

bunkering (heaping) and Faraday circulation. The rheology of fme powders is 

influenced during vibration or gas fluidization by the prevalent interparticle forces that 

are either direct (attractive, repulsive and fnctional forces) or indirect (mediated by the 



Buid medium). A detailed expenmental study of the effects of such interparticle forces 

is however quite difficult due to the complexity of the rnicroscopic processes involved. 

The current work is a first step in t ~ n g  to sirnulate the hehaviniir of mherive fine 

powders in gas fluidized and vibration-assisted gas fluidized beds which are of 

engineering interest. 

In order to gain an understanding of the rnicroscopic processes that are involved in the 

vibration of üroup C powders we turn in this paper to direct simulations. First, we 

suggest a mode1 of single grains and of interactions among them. Then. using 

cornputers. we calculate tnjectories of al1 grains. Finally. we extract from the 

trajectorirs the macroscopic properties of interest. In this way. we bridge the 

rnicroscopic properties of grains with the macroscopic properties characterizhg vibrated 

beds and gas fluidized beds. 

The vibrated bed experiments reported in the Iiterature and explained in Chapter 2 were 

cmied out using 300 beads of 2.99 mm diameter in a trapezoidal ce11 whose thickness 

was 3 mm. whose walls were incbed at 30' to the vertical axes and whose bottom was 

62 mm long. Vertical vibrations were generated sinusoidally using a loudspeaker. 

Density field and velocity distributions were simultaneously measured at an amplitude 

A=2.5 mm and fkequency eZ0  Hz. 



in this paper, we follow the simulation studies of Gallas et al (refer Chapter 7) and adapt 

them to fine powders. The adaptation is completely original. The principal new feature 

that we phenomenologically introduce is the agglorneration-deagglornention 

interactions arnong grains. 

To simulate non-cohesive fluidization. we employ the Stokesian dynamics method. The 

only ernpirical parmeters that have to be introduced are those needed to charactenze the 

Stokesian particle-fluid interactions (Chapter 3). Recent simulations using the Stokesian 

Dqnamics method have reproduced realistic particlr motion in gas fluidized granular 

systems (Chapter 3. 

In these simulations. the Stokesian Dynarnics method is used to simulate the air 

fluidization of a two-dimensional bed composed of 128 sphencal g l a s  particles with 10 

particles forming the fixed bottom of the bed with an uniform air velocity at a value 30% 

of the single particle terminal velocity. 

Chapter 4 describes the simulation of gas fluidized powden mainly the Fluid Cracking 

Catalyst (FCC) and the discussion of the macroscopic bed properties such as density 

distribution and characteristics of the bubbling bed fiom particle positions and motion. 

The objective here is to compare the results of Stokesian Dynamics with experimental 

observation using Radioactive Particle Tracking and Fiber-optic methods. 



In Chapter 4, we continue our investigation. We extend the Stokesian dynamics 

simulation method to cohesive fuie powdee. The principal new feature that we are 

introducing into the simulation of fluidized beds is the agglomeration-deagglomeration 

interactions among the particles. 

To counteract the effect of the cohesive interparticle forces. certain experimental 

techniques described in Chapter 5 have been developed in an effort to improve the gas 

fluidizability of fine powders. Two main categories of techniques used to improve the 

fluidizability of fine powders are (i) addition of an extemal Force such as vibration, 

magnetic field or acoustic field and (ii) alteration of the intnnsic properties of the 

powder such as modifying the surface chancteristics and mixing of a dissimilar powder. 

In the fifth chapter. we intend to investigate the effects of (i) an external vibratory force 

(ii) high gas velocity and (iii) tapered bed geometry on the fluidizability of cohesive 

powders. 

In these simulations. the Stokesian Dynarnics method is used to simulate the air 

fluidization of a two-dimensionai bed composed of 1 00 spherical glass particles with 10 

particles forming the fixed bottom of the bed and 21 other fixed particles forming the 

bed wail with an uniform air velocity at a value 30% of the single particle teminal 

velocity. 



1.2 Objectives 

1. Develop a phenomenological mode1 to simulate the fluidization of cohesive fine 

powders. 

2. Explain the formation and destruction of agglomentes during the fluidization of 

fine particles. 

9 . Explain the macroscopic behaviour of fine powden using rnicroscopic rnodels 

and theot-ies. 



13 Thesis structure 

This thesis is mainly divided into five parts: 

(i) Chapter 2 introduces the proposed agglomention-deagglomention model 

explaining the behaviour of cohesive powders. The area of application in this 

context is the vibration of fine powders. 

(ii) Chapter 5 introduces the Stokesian Dynamics method for the simulation of the 

gas fluidization of powders without interparticle forces. Results of Radioactive 

Particle Tracking and Fiber-optic methods on the bed characteristics are reponed 

and compared with the Stokesian Dynamics results. 

(iii) Chapter 4 describes the simulation of the gas fluidization of cohesive powden 

using the Stokesian Dynamics method introduced in Chapter 3 and the 

agglorneration-deagglorneration model introduced in Chapter 2. 

(iv) Chapter 5 throws light on the simulation of certain techniques used to improve 

the fluidizability of cohesive powders and puts forward a cohesive powder 

diagram. 

(v) Closure of the thesis with conclusions on the work and recommendations for 

fiiture investigations. 
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Abs tract 

During the past few decades several studies have been conducted to understand the 

behaviour of powders in vibrated beds. This paper introduces a technique of 

incorponting the agglomention and deagglomeration phenornena in the simulation of 

vibrated fine powders. Two-dimensional direct simulations are perfonned using 300 

spheres 2.99 mm in diarneter in a trapezoidai container vibrated vertically at an 

amplitude of 2.5 mm and 20 Hz fiequency as preliminq conditions. Under non- 

cohesive conditions. the results are in agreement with those found in the Merature. As a 

preliminary effort to predict the behaviour of cohesive fine powders under vibrated 

conditions, agglomeration and deagglomeration processes are modelled as the formation 

and destruction respectively of interparticle bonds during particle collisions. Two 

parameters used to mode1 agglomeration and deagglomeration are the ease of cohesion 

and cohesivity of the powder. Dependencies of these parameters on certain physical 

properties of cohesive powders have been suggested. Simulation resuits reved two 

aggregate populations, one with uniform size aggregates and another population with 

multi-sized aggregates. The former aggregates were more prevalent in w ~ a y  cohesive 

powders while the latter in highiy cohesive powders. Interesting macroscopic bed 

behaviour such as aitemating cycles of agglomeration and deagglomeration were aiso 



observed. Further work is needed in which the aerodynamic forces are taken into 

account and cohesion mechanisms at the p h c l e  surface are rnodelled. 

-vord.ï : Poxders, djnamic simulation, ;lbntcd bcds, agglomcrrition 



1. Introduction 

Powden form a unique class of solids exhibithg both solid and fluid-like behaviours. 

Like s l i &  ihey cm iviihstmd defurmation, lihe liquids, ;bey cm fluw, md like $ases, 

they cm be compressed [l]. Fine powden that are of relevance to this paper are best 

represented by the Croup C powders of Geldart's classification [2]. Several industrial 

processes such as catalytic reactions, drytng operations or just simple transportation 

involve gas fluidization of such fine powders [3,4]. The presence of interparticle forces 

such as the Van der Waals. the capillary and the electrostatic forces as well as other 

direct particle-particle interactions (e.g. interiocking, deformation etc.) rnake them 

difficult to be gas fluidized [SI. Experimental observations of gas fluidized fuie powden 

reveal phenornena such as plug-rise, channelling and particle agglomention [6,7]. 

Certain experimental techniques [6,8-Ll] have been conceived to improve gas 

fluidizability of such powders inciuding the subjection of cohesive powders to vertical 

vibration in addition to gas flow in the bed [8]. Several studies are available in the 

literature on vibrated powders which include reports on behaviours such as bunkering 

(heaping) and Faraday circulation [12,13]. The rheology of fine powden is infiuenced 

during vibration by the prevalent interparticle forces that are either direct (attractive, 

repulsive and frictional forces) or indirect (mediated by the Buid medium). A detailed 

experimental study of the effécts of such interparticle forces is however quite difficult 

due to the cornplexity of the microscopie processes ùivolved. 



The current work is a first step in trying to simulate the behaviour of cohesive fine 

powders in gas fluidized and vibration-assisted gas fluidized beds which are of 

engineering interest. For the moment, we attempt to simply simulate the behaviour of 

cohesivc p w d c n  in s<bntcd beds undcr :.acuum. 

in order to gain an undentanding of the rnicroscopic processes that are involved in the 

vibration of Group C powders we turn in this paper to direct simulations. First, we 

suggest a mode1 of single grains and of interactions m o n g  them. Then, using 

cornputers, wc calculate trajectories of ail grains. Finally, we extract fiom the 

trajectories the macroscopic properties of interest. In this way, we bridge the 

microscopic properties of grains with the macroscopic properties characterizing vibrated 

beds. Direct simulations have long been used to study vibration of granular beds [14- 

181. 

The vibnted bed experiments of Clement and Rajchenbach [19] were carried out using 

300 beads of 2-99 mm diameter in a rrapezoidal cell whose thickness was 3 mm, whose 

walls were inclined at 30' to the vertical axes and whose bottom was 62 mm long. 

Veaical vibrations were generated sinusoidally using a loudspeaker. Density field and 

velocity distri%utions were simultaneously measured at an amplitude A 4 . 5  mm and 

fiequency fi20 Hz. Gallas et al [14] have then performed direct simulations of the 



vibrated bed described above at the same conditions and have compared their density 

profiles and velocity distributions with those of the experiments [19]. 

ui this papcr, :vc fot!ow me studics of Gd!= C! d [! 41 =,cl ad@ h e m  tc fine pcwders. 

The adaptation is completely original. The principal new Feature that we 

phenomenologically introduce is the agglornention-deagglomention interactions among 

grains. 



2. Microscopie Mode1 of Croup C Powders 

Following Gallas et al [lJ], the powder is considered only in hvo dimensions. The 

p i n s  arc discs of 2.33 mi  diamctcr, placcd in a ûapczoidal containci (3 m i  Uccp) 

whose movements are restncted to the vertical plane (see Figure 2.1). The grains are 

subjected to the following four forces : 

(i) Hooke's repulsive interparticle force generated by the potential : 

where Y is the Young's Modulus of the spheres, d is their diarneter and r, their centre- 

centre separation. The repulsive force is given by the gradient of u(r). 
* 

(ii) Interparticle fnctional force acting on a pariicle 'P' in contact with another pariicle 

'Q' given by : 

where C is the coefficient of friction, m is the mass of each sphere, Up and UQ are the 2D 

velocity vectors of particles 'P' and 'Q' respectively. 



(iii) Gravity force, mg e,, where g is the acceleration due to gravity, 10 d s '  and e, is the 

unit gravitational vector in the downward direction. 

(ilv*) Forces that bring abcat rigglonsxîion x,d d:rigg!om:r;ition 

The mode1 that we have developed to descnbe the agglomeration-deagglomeration 

processes will be described later in this paper. 

The first three forces are the same as in Gallas et al [1 JI. The fourth force will be newly 

introduced. It represents in Our modelling the fact that our interest is focussed on Group 

C powders. ?lie role of agglomeration-deagglomention processes in the dynamics of 

vibrated Group C powden c m  then be studied. 

The interaction of grains with the wall is chosen to be the same as in Gallas et al [14]. 

The walls are composed of closely packed grains. in this way, the grain-wall 

interactions become grain-grain interactions. The extemal force (in addition to the 

gravitational force) to which the grains are subjected is the force transmitted to the 

particles by periodically shaking the container at an amplitude A=2S mm and frequency 

F20 Hz. Density profiles and z-velocity profiles for this particular set of amplitude and 

frequency are available fkom experiments [19] and previous simulation [14] to check the 

validity of our simulation code in the case of non-cohesive vibrated beds. The effect of  



the parameters entering the proposed agglorneration-deagglomeration mode1 is studied 

without varying the conditions of vibration (see Section 7). 

W i h  fig: fint * ~ e e  fcrces, (il-(iii), the equrticns gccrrming the motion of the gins are : 

dU P =  ge, + (--V,u(l 1 x, - r, 1) + am) 
dt m 



3. Simulations without the agglomeration-deagglomeration process 

We fiit the container with 300 grains and solve eq.(3) for dl particles. The penodic 

disp1ac:ncnt of the ccntainer is modelld sinusoidally s, x,<j(t) = -4 sin(?xfi). ne 

parameter values used were, Yd/m=20,000 m/s2 and C=300 s-l for the spheres and the 

time step for integation was (4000f)" [Ml. M e r  each quater period, the particle 

positions and velocities were recorded. Our C language codes were executed at 130 

Mflops on an IBM SP2 processor. The results were then compared with the experiments 

of Clement and Rajchenbach [19] and with the respective cohesionless simulations of 

Gallas et al [la] and Bloise [?O]. The results of Our non-cohesive simulations are 

discussed in Section 7. We then introduce the influence of direct interparticle forces to 

the above scheme. The agglomeration-deagglomerahon mode1 developed for this 

purpose is explained in the following section. 



4. Simulation with agglomerrtion-derggiomeration 

We have a two-fold perspective of particle cohesion based on particle motion in the 

vibrated bed : 

(a) Natural cohesion due to interparticle forces such as van der Waals and electrostatic 

forces which are prevalent even in the absence of particle motion and 

(b) Indticed cohesion due to dynamic contact mechanisms, such as interlocking, surface 

deformation, etc. achieved by applied forces, which could well be coupled with 

interparticle attraction thereby enhancing cohesivity. 

in the following sub-section, we describe a micromechanical model of agglorneration as 

well as deagglomeration (similar to the 'hard-sphere chemistry' used in the molecular 

dynamics simulation of chemical systems [21]) for simulating the behaviour of fine 

powders. The mechanisms are treated energeiically. 

Po wder Chem istry 

Analogous to the simulations of chemical reactions using molecular dynamics [21], 

where molecular collision is a primary factor for the reaction to occur, we develop a 

powder chem- model to represent direct interparticle interactions under the influence 

of an applied force such as vibration. The model has been named p o w h  chemistry 



since we treat agglomeration and deagglomeration of powder beds as revenible 

processes sirnilar to reversible chernical reactions. 

modcl asjumptions an: as follons : 

Assumptions : 

1. We assume that both agglomeration and deagglornention are binary collisional 

processes. 

2. There exists a minimum collisional energy level (EcMM) beyond which 

agglomeration/ deagglomeration is considered possible. This minimum is analogous 

to the activation energy of chernical reactions. 

3. The vibrated bed is not composed of dead zones and particles have individual 

movements. 

The proposed mode1 enunciates the detailed mechanisms of the agplomeration and 

deagglomeration phenomena in the foilowing manner : 

Agglorneration 

Agglomeration is effected by a p h a l  hansformation of the total kinetic energy of the 

impacting bodies into a cohesive bond energy (BE) that causes cohesion of the colliding 

bodies. This is explained by Figure 2.2. The rest of the available kinetic energy is 

attriiuted to the resultant aggregate as explained in the energy balance below. 



The two mode1 parameters for agglomeration are : 

(i) the minimum collisional energy (Ec,,) and 

(ii) thc fraction (r) of kinetic rnergy to 5- ~ i n . s f c ~ e d  to cohesiie bond energy (BE), 

representing the inelasticity of agglomentive collisions. 

Both mode1 panmeters are supposed to be interfacial properties, E being close io zero for 

large, dense, spherical p i n s  (eg. Group A powders [2]), while having a value close to 

unity for flat, light, very fine particles (eg. Group C powders [2]) .  Low net values of E 

May be achieved by various methods such as addition of a dissirnilar coarse powder 

(having lower E value) to the fine powder or passing a viscous sas through the powder 

bed [6,9]. EcMIN supposedly represents particle remangement which is necessary for 

cohesion as well as deformation of colliding grains caused by the extemakpplied force 

(in this case, the force of vibration). Low values of EchlM represent highly deformable 

structures leading to Iarger contact areas which enhance cohesion. in the physical sense, 

EcMM can be referred to as the ease of cohesion and E as the cohesivip of the fine 

powder. Powders with low value of EcMM are expected to have high Hausner ratios, HR 

(FR=tapped bulk densityfloose bulk density of the powder) while those with large E 

would demonstrate cohesive forces much larger than the gravity force and would require 

considerable vibrational force to hprove gas fluidizability of the powder. 



Dissociation of particles in an aggregate occurs due to cleavage of al1 weak cohesive 

bonds as show in Figure 2.2. These 'weak bonds' are those bonds whose cumulative 

nun of bond energes (E BE:kz& is lesser thm or qua!  !c the collisicnd energy (EL,;;) 

of the irnpacting bodies. The collisional energy is given by : 

Energy balances : 

Let hvo aggregates M and N have initial masses r n ~ ,  and r n ~  respectively and intial 

velocities Une and UN respectively pnor to a deagglomerative collision. Let they be MD 

and ND d e r  deagglomeration, their final masses be r n ~ ~  and r n ~ ~  respectively and their 

final velocities be UuD and UND respectively. The energy balance for deagglomention is 

given as follows : 

The final mass of M is in general  MI, and its final velocity UMIh since the collision may 

cause the birth of 'child' aggregatedparticles frorn either 'parent' aggregates M and N. 

In such a case, 

(mM - mMD) and (mN - mm) are the totd masses of chiid particles issuing nom M and N 

respectively and their kinetic energies are conserved during the deagglomerative 



collision. BEWEAK represents the sum of the energies of the weak bonds in M and N 

which have been destroyed. 

For redistribution of kinetic eners  berneen MD and ND, we u s m e  thar fie fiaction of 

the total kinetic energy available for motion of M before deagglomeration is equal to the 

fraction of the total kinetic energy available to it (i.e.,MD) after deagglomention. 

Accordingly, 

We now have the velocity of MD as follows: 

The energy balance for agglomeration is given by : 

Here, Um is the veIocity of the M- and N- combined aggxegate and E E C ~ ~ ~  is the energy 

of the bond joining M and N. 



5. Formation and destruction of aggregates as a revetsible chernicri reaction 

Microscopie simulation of chemically reacting systems have been canied out onginally 

using the Bolinr.m md !der using the mo!ecular d;aunic schemes [ X I .  W e  follcw 

these schemes to powder systems. The phenornena of agglomeration and 

deagglomention cm be regarded as three sets of revenible reactions. The mechanisms 

are given below : 

Particle-particle interactions 

k, 

2 4 5 3 2  

Particle-aggreeate interactions 

k : __. 

4 +%r4+, 

Awegate-amaegate interactions 

Here A i  represents a single elementary particle used in the simulation, A2, AM, AP, AQ, 

AM+, and AM are 'representative' aggregates of various sizes, form and cohesive bond 

energies involved in the above three reactions. 

The reaction rates for the three types of interactions are as follows: 



The macroscopic results of the simulations of vibrated powders provide the number 

concentrations of A?, Au, Ap, Aq, Au+, and AwQ as well the reaction rates wherefiom the 

rate constants have been evaluated. The effect of the mode1 panmeten E, EcMM on bed 

chmctenstics have been studied. 



6. Simulation and Analysis Techniques 

The simulation of vibrated cohesive powden proceeds as follows : 

1 Aggregates constitiite sevenl onginal particles (having diameter d=2.99 mm) 

called 'members' which are bonded to each other in a painvise fashion. The identity 

of each particle is maintained at al1 times. 

2. As mentioned in Section 2, equation (3) is solved to get the particle positions and 

velocities. The only difference is that al1 forces acting on the member particles of an 

aggregate are averaged and the average is then assigned to each of its members. 

3. For every time step, at the end of the integration procedure. the interparticle 

interactions are treated. The steps involved are shown in Figure 2.3 and explained 

beIow: 

3.1 Finding out the collisions caused during the current time step. 

3.2 Checking for the occurrence of deagglomeration/agglomeration based on the 

conditions of Section 4, i.e., energy of collision (ECoii) greater than the 

minimum collisional energy ( E c ~ ~ ) .  If the collisional energy is lesser than 

the weakest bond in the vicinity of contact, agglomeration occurs. 

Otherwise, as descnbed in Section 4, al1 'weak bonds' of the aggregate are 

destroyed thereby possibly producing 'child' aggregates or particles. 



Besides the primary information about positions and velocities of the particles in the 

vibrated bed, the various cohesive bond energies (BE) among particle-pairs are stored at 

the end of each quarter period of the vibratory cycle in a Bond Energy Matrix (BEM). 

Fm instance, the matrix element BEMli,:; pv ides  the energy of the hocd joining 

particles M and N. Using BEM, the program constnicts an Aggregate Member Matrix 

(AMM) which denotes for any aggregate member M, al1 its CO-rnembers in the same 

aggregate. Here, is 1 if particles M and N are members of the sarne aggregate, 

the value being nul othenvise. AMM is crucial for the intra-aggregate averaging of 

forces, aggregate identities and estimation of aggregate characteristics. 

Characîeristics of aggregates : 

Two chancteristics of aggregates of practical importance that have been extracted fkom 

the rnicroscopic simulation are (i) aggregate size or effective diameter, and (ii) 

circularity, i ~ .  Effective diarneter refers to the diameter of a circle having area equal 

to that of the aggregate while circularity represents the ratio of the effective diameter of 

the aggregate to its largest Martin diarneter [22]. Besides, the cohesive energies of 

aggregates, the effective diameters and circularities of the aggregates at three time 

instants are discussed in the subsequent section. The evolution of the means of the 

above characteristics and those of the three equilibrium rate constants are also presented. 



7. Results and discussion 

7.1 Shzilation of a non-cohesive poivder 

In the -imii!atioas, the nm-over!apping discs were first generater! rard~mly 'vithin the 

container and allowed to settle under gravity. The fint 30 transitory cycles were rejected 

and averages were perfomed over the next 30 cycles. Figure 2.4 represents the axial 

profile of the linear density, p @=ratio of bulk density to the solid density) for the phase 

angle $=O. Cornparison with experiments [19] shows that our dense region is Iooser 

than in the case of expenments where maximum packing is observed. We compared the 

avenged x- ruid z-velocity components for both $=O and $=K with those of expenments 

[19] and previous simulations [14,20]. We note that in ail cases, the x-components of 

the velocities are always negligible. The z-component of velocity in our simulations for 

$=O exactly match with the simulation results of Bloise [20]. Simulation results differ 

fiom the expenments [19] as s h o w  in Figure 2.1. In the case of +=n, al1 studies are in 

agreement. 

7.2 Simulation of cohesivepowders 

Four simulation studies were carried out with two values each for the parameters EcMIN 

and E. Table 2.1 summarkes the parameter sets. 



To compare with the case of non-cohesive Buidkation (Figure 2.41, axial profiles of 

linear density, p and mean velocity components were determined for the cohesive 

powder 1. We observed little difference behveen a non-cohesive and a slightly cohesive 

powder. On the o t k r  hmd, instzmtaneour bed characteristics at three instants 0.2 r, n.J s 

and 0.6 s, represented in Figure 2.5 indicate that the aggregates formed are quite flat 

having an uniform effective diameter, &rr of about 4 mm. Hereonwards, we refer to 

aggregates having an effective diameter of 4 mm as clrrsters and aggregates having 

effective diameter Iarger than 4 mm as agglomerates (aggregates as such mean eithrr 

agglomerates or clzrsters). h the case of the weakly cohesive powder. the aggregate 

population was mainly clirsters with very few agglomerates were form~ d. In this figure, 

A refers to aggregate number (1,2,3,etc.) and cohesive bond energy of an aggregate 

(BE,,) is the sum of al1 cohesive bond energies (BE) within that aggregate. 

The evolution of the mean cohesive bond energy of aggregates (<BEA4>), mean effective 

diameter mean circularity ((y') of aggregates and mass Fractions of cliisters 

and agglomerates of powder I are shown in the subsequent Figure 2.6. We find that 

nearly 30% of the bed mass had formed clusters and about 7% as agglomerates. It is 

interesting to note Eoom the time variation of these mass hctions that there is an 

altemating pattern of promoting and inhibiting cohesiveness during the vibratory cycle. 

During the fint half-cycle to e), agglomeration is predominant while during the 

second half-cycle (- to 4 ~ 2 ~ ) ~  break-up of aggregates is more prevalent. in the Light 



of the powder c h e m i s ~  model, the equilibnum constants nom equations (7), (8) and (9) 

for the thme types of interactions were also studied. Figure 2.7 points out that the most 

dominant interaction during agglomeration of powder I is the particle-particle interaction 

fnllowed hy particle-aggregate whereas we ohserve no inter-agpregnte interactions in 

powder 1. 

Analyzing the above results in the case of powder II, we find fiom Figure 2.8, the order 

of magnitude of the cohesive bond energies is about 1000 times larger than in the case of 

the lightly cohesive powder. An interesting observation is that the aggregate population 

is birnodal. We find uniform cltisters of 4 mm effective diameter as well as a size 

distribution of large agglornerates throughout the simulation. This heterogeneity has 

aiso been reported in experirnental studies of gas fluidization of fine powden to be more 

pronounced in the case of highly cohesive samples [6,11]. The circulxities of the 

aggregates have increased slightly with E. In Figure 2.9, the mean cohesive bond 

energies (<BEA>) increase as time proceeds since more and more agglurnerutes form 

besides the chsrers. The mean effective diameter of the aggregates is around 7.5 mm. 

In contrast to the previous case of powder 1, Figure 2.9 representing the mass fractions 

indicate that most of the bed (>SC)%) has formed agglornerates while 10% of the bed 

mass has fomed clusters. Gas fluidization of strongiy cohesive powders such as 14% 

Ni/Ai203 cryogel produced several large aggregates which were composed of a large 

portion of the bed mass [7]. Finally, in Figure 2.7 we observe significantly larger values 



of the equilibriurn constant K2 for the particle-aggregate interactions. Here, in contrast 

to the powder 1, the inter-aggregate interactions are also found to occur. Comparing 

powders 1 and iII as well as II and N, we find £iom Table 2.2 that kMm determines the 

startinp time of agglornerali:~~, Y. 

To study the effect of bed geometry and to relate to conventional vibrated beds, 

vibration of powder 1 in a rectangular container was simulated. in Figure 2.4, we note 

the increase in the height of the dense bed. Frorn the z-velocity profile at @O and frorn 

animations, we observed that particles at the base and surface of the bed were rnobilized 

whiie the mass inbetween rernained nearly immobile. However, higher values of AP 

could improve particle mobility in the rectanguiar bed. 



8. Conclusions 

A foundation for a simulation technique allowing to predict the macroscopic behaviour 

of vihrated cohesive fine powden has hem made. Firstly, following the rnethcid of 

Gallas et al [12], we have sirnulated 300 spheres in a trapezoidal container vibrated 

vertically at an amplitude of 2.5 mm and a fiequency of 20 Hz. Next, we have 

introduced a microscopic model of cohesion processes in powders (powder chemistv) 

and carried out the simulations involving agglorneration-deagglomention. In theses 

simulations, the particles are allowed to form aggregates during collisions. The process 

is controlled by the energy banier given by the model parameter EcMM. The fhction of 

the collisional energy transformed into cohesive bond energy during such reactive 

(agglomerative or deagglomentive) collisions was represented by the second mode1 

parameter E. Break-up of aggregates occurs when the collisional energy exceeds the 

strengths of 'weak' bonds in the colliding bodies. From the perspective of chernical 

reactions, the agglomeration-deagghmention phenornena were considered to be 

reversible reactions with three types of interactions viz particle-particle (equilibrium 

constant K ,), particle-aggregate (equilibrium constant Kz), aggregate-aggregate 

(equilibrium constant K3). 

Simulation of four cohesive powders IJiI (weakly cohesive), II and IV (strongly 

cohesive) were carrieci out by varying both model parameters. Macroscopic results such 



as cohesive bond energies of aggregates, their effective diameters and circularities were 

extracted fkom the rnicroscopic simulation results viz positions and velocities of the 

particles and their various cohesive bond energies. 

nie macroscopic results indicate that in the case of the weakly cohesive powders, the 

aggregates are of constant minimum size (4 mm) called cltrsters having weak cohesive 

bond energes of the order of 10'~ and having no significant effect on the density or 

velocity distributions in the bed. Also, nearly 30 % of the bed mass had formed cltrsters 

which were fomed mainly due io particle-particle interactions. in the case of strongly 

cohesive powders, besides 10% of the bed forrning uniform-size clzrsters, more than 

80% of the bed mass had formed larger agglomerates of size in the range 5-30 mm and 

whose cohesive bond energies were of the order of 103 J. Here, the formation of 

aggregates included al1 three types of interactions mentioned above. Simulation of 

powder I in a rectangular container exhibited vibromobilization only at the top and 

bottom of the bed. 

In conclusion, the value of E had a proportional control on the strength and size of the 

aggregates and their mass fiactions while EcMIN detennined mainly the starting tirne of 

agglorneration, ta. Another interesting feature reveaied by the simulation is that the first 

half of the vibratory cycle promotes agglomeration while the second half causes 

dominance of break-up of aggregates. 



The conditions for satisfactory Buidkation of fine powders would be low values of E and 

hi& values of Ecbrw. Larger values of EcMW have to be used in simulations to observe 

sigificnnt influence nn the cnhesivity o f  the powder How do we mndify a fine powder 

to increase EcMM and diminish E ? These are questions of considerable practical 

significance. We intend to study them in subsequent publications. 

The results of this work are far from those that are of engineering interest in the sense 

that several simplifications have been made viz, two-dimensional bed, absence of fluid 

(air) medium, fewer particles, absence of important mechanisms such as particle 

deformation and the present unavailability of methods of estirnating the model 

parameters. However, at this stage of the research program, our immediate goal was to 

develop a simple methodology to simulate the macroscopic characteristics of vibrated 

beds fiom proposed models of microscopie processes. 

Subsequent works will attempt to incorporate the powder chemirtry rnodel to gas 

fluidized fine powders and eventually to vibration-assisted gas fluidized beds taking into 

account the aerodynamic forces. From the engineering point of interest, hture work 

requires modelling the cohesion process at the particle surface in order to relate the 

parameters that we have introduced in our powder chemistry model of agglomeration- 

deagglomeration to d a c e  properties, defomability and shape of  powder grains. 
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Table 2.1 Parameter sets for simulation of cohesive powders 

Powder 
1 
II 
III 
IV 

~ L Y  (4 
O 
D 

O. 5.mi .(300)' 
0.5.mi .(300)' 

E 

0.25 
0.75 
0.25 
0.75 



9. List of Symbols 

Ampli tude of vibration 

4 a ~ e - t p  nmber  ( ! ,3,3 ,etc .) * ' m e  =)-CC A* 

Aggregate Member Matrix (Dimension=Total number of particles) 

Frictional force vector 

Cohesive Bond energy 

Cohesive Bond energy of an ûggregate 

Mean Cohesive Bond Energy of aggregates at a particular time instant 

Bond Energy Matrix (Dimension=Total number of particles) 

Coefficient of fiiction 

Diameter of particles 

Effective diameter of aggregates (diameter of circle having area equal to 

that of the aggregate) 

Mean effective diameter of aggregates (instantaneous average over al1 

aggregates) 

Collisional energy 

Minimum collisional energy (eme of cohesion) 

Unit gravitational vector 

Frequency of vibration 

Gravitational acceleration 



Hausner ratio (tapped bulk densityfloose bulk density) 

Equilibrium constant 

Reaction rate 

Aggregate label after deagglomeration 

Aggregate label after agglomeration 

Mass of puticle 

Number of simulated particles 

Number concentration of aggregates 

Interparticle separation 

Time 

Starting time of agglomeration 

Particle velocity vector 

Hooke's repulsive interparticle force potential 

Position vector of particles (x,,x,) 

horizontal and vertical axes respectively 

Young's modulus of particles 

Sir bscripts 

A Aggregate 

X J  2D vector components 

M P  Particle labels 



p,Q Aggregate or particle labels (as the case may be) 

MD, ND Aggregate labels after deagglomeration 

MN Aggregate label after agglomeration 

Greek alphabets 

u Angle of the bed walls with the vertical 

E Fraction of kinetic energy transformed into cohesive bond energy 

(CO hesivity ) 

Phase angle 

Circularity of aggregate 

Mean circularity of aggregates (instantaneous avmge over al1 aggregates) 

Linear density = bulk densityholid density 

Aggregate 

Nurnber concentration 
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Figure 2.3 Algorithm for formation and break-up of aggregates 
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Figure 2.5 Instantaneous bed characteristics (powder 1) 



Figure 2.6 Evolution of bed averages (powder 1) 
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Figure 2.7 Thne dependence of equilifium constants 



Figure 2.8 Instantaneous bed characteristics (powder II) 
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Abstract 

The Stokesian Dynarnics method is used to simulate the air fluidizaûon of an FCC 

powder bed. Besides detailed information on the instantaneous motion of the particles 

in the bed, the characteristics of the bubbling bed were estimated. The particle velocities 

observed in the simulations are compared to tracer velocities in a radioactive particle 

tracking experiment conducted at an air velocity of 0.44 rn/s in an FCC bed having a 

diarneter of 15 cm. Under equiscale assumptions. the particle velocities in experirnent 

and simulation were in good agreement. Two other simulations on FCC particles at air 

velocities of 0.09 rn/s and 0.06 m/s were compared for bubbie characteristics measured 

with the fiber-optic technique in the experimentd fluidized bed. The size and rise 

velocity of bubbles obtained using the Stokesian Dynarnics simulation were in good 

agreement with predictions by bubbling bed models ai the vicinity of the distributor 

while mode1 predictions digered slightly from experimental measurement at a height of 

50 mm Born the distributor. The average bed porosity extracted fiom simulations are 

close to the experimental measurements. 



Within the current assumptions on the quantitative cornparison of expenmental and 

simulated fiuidization of powders, we conclude that the Stokesian Dynamics method 

captures the essential behaviour of  fluidized beds. The non-definite structure of a 

fluidized bed has dso been differentiated from that of a fixed bed. 

kéyvords: Powders, fl uidized beds, stokesian dynamics, fibre-optic analysis, radioactive particle tracking 



1. Introduction 

Powden have widespread applications in the industry ranging from chemical, 

phamiaceutical. agricultural and food industries. Some of these applications involve the 

fluidization of fine powders. Powden have been broadly classified as Group Cl A, B 

and D under Geldart's classification of powders [ I l .  Nurnerous expenmental and 

theoreticai studies can be found in the literature on the gas fluidization of thest powders 

with jownals such as Powder Technology dedicated to such studies. 

Several interesting phenomena such as channeling and agglorneration are observed in 

the case of Group C powders. Homogeneous fluidization with bed expansion in Group 

X powders, bubbling in Group A and B powden and slugging in Group B and D 

powden are well known with a battery of successfûl models to predict such phenomena. 

These well-established models of fluidized beds serve the purpose of explainhg the 

macroscopic quantities of the bed such as bubble size, bed expansion, bubble velocity 

and bed porosity but their focus is not on the bed microscopy explainhg particle 

configuntions and motion. With the ever-increasing power of comptes, progress has 

been made on both the experimental and modeling routes of studying fluidized beds. 

Workstations are widely used to process data h m  radioactive particle tracking, laser 

velocimetry, optic fiber equipments etc., to study the microscopy of fluidized beds. On 

the other hand, modeling and simulations of fluidized beds can be performed on 



cornputers for the same reasons. The hvo categones of Buidized bed models are: (a) the 

two-fluid mode1 and @) the discrete-particle mode1 that descnbe fluidized beds with the 

latter category having the advantage of effectively descnbing the particle motion [2]. 

The focus of this paper is the discrete particle simulation of fluidized powders. To 

simulate the fluidization of powden, we employ the Stokesian dynarnics method. The 

empirical parameters that have to be introduced in the technique are those needed to 

chmcterize the Stokesian particle-fluid interactions [2, 31. Recent simulations using the 

Stokesian Dynarnics method have reproduced realistic particle motion in gas fluidized 

ganular systems [3,4]. 

In these simulations, the Stokesian Dynamics method is used to simulate the air 

fluidization of a two-dimensional bed composed of 128 sphencal glass particles with 10 

particles forming the fixed bottom of the bed with an uniform air velocity at a value 30% 

of the single particle terminal velocity. The bed whose thickness was the same as the 

size of the particles had width as 35 and height as 50 (dimensionless units). 

The purpose of this paper is to compare the bed characteristics such as bubble size, 

bubble velocity and particle velocities obtained fiom the Stokesian Dynamics simulation 

of gas fluidized Fluid Cracking Catalyst with expenmental measurements of these 

quantities using radioactive particle tracking and fiber-optic methods as well as bubbling 

bed models. 



2. Stokesian dynamics method with perîodic boundary conditions 

We recall the fluidized bed model of Ichiki and Hayakawa [4] (a model to simulate the 

fluidization of ngid particles). For more details concemine this model refer to the paper 

of Brady and Bossis [2] describing Stokesian Dynamics and the paper of Lhiki and 

Hayakawa [4] describing the simulation of fluidized beds using the Stokesian Dynamics 

method. Ichiki and Hayakawa assume that the bed is composed of monodisperse 

spheres with no rotational motion. Table 3.1 enlists the characteristics of the fluid and 

the powder. 

The motion of N fluidized particles is aven by Newton's equation [JI: 

Here, t denotes the time, St is the Stokes nurnber, x is the 2D position vector, 

u=U.exp(t/S t) 

where U is the 2D velocity vector for the N-particle system. 



V, representing the terminal velocity of the particles is given by the following equation: 

u" is the superficial fluid velocity vector, Ez is the unit vector in the vertical direction 

and R is the resistance matrix which is estimated from the many-body hydrodynamic 

interactions and the short-range lubrication forces in the Stokesian Dynamics method 

with periodic boundary conditions. Position and velocity vecton are dirnensionless with 

the particle radius 'a' as the characteristic length and the single parficle terminal velocity 

v, as the characteristic velocity. The resistance matrix R which is constructed from the 

particle positions is symmetnc, positive-definite and its estimation using penodic 

boundary conditions is adequately explained by Brady and Bossis [Z] and Ichiki and 

Hayakawa [3]. Using periodic boundary conditions, the hydrodynamic interactions are 

estimated in al1 three directions, the long-range forces calculated using the Ewald- 

summation technique of the mobility matrix [SI and lubrication forces from the 

lubrication matrîx representing the short-range pair-wise repulsive interactions [6]. 

The instantaneous positions and velocities of the N particles are found out by htegrating 

Eq. (1). For this purpose, we use the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method Mth a lime step 

of 0.1 and the inversion of the resistance matrix is done using the Cholesky factorization 

technique. The remstance mat* R and the terminal velocity V are estimated for each 

t h e  step fkom the position vector x at that time. The simulation parameters are listed in 



Table 3.1. The particles are allowed to move only in the vertical plane although the 

hydrodynamic interactions are taken into account in all three dimensions. 

The direct interparticle forces during fluidization are treated as elastic collisions where 

the momenta of colliding particles are exchanged at the end of the t h e  step. 



3. Simulation of the gas fluidization of FCC (u" = 0.44ds) 

The purpose of this simulation was to compare the particle velocities with the 

evperirnenta! measiirements on FCC iising the Radioactive Particle Tracking (MT) 

technique. We start the simulation with a random configuration of the Fluid Cracking 

Catalyst (FCC) particles of size 70prn. The dimensions of the unit ce11 are 1 7 . 5 ~ 5 0 ~ 2  

with periodic boundary conditions in al1 directions representing a mal1 volume in the 

central portion of a fiuidized bed farthest fiorn the distributor and the walls (see Figure 

3.1 for details). Using the Runge-Kutta technique we calculate positions and velocities 

of al1 100 particles for each time step (dt = 0.1) with St = 235 for FCC. 

During fluidization, we introduce air with an uniform velocity of 0.44 m/s and track the 

positions and velocities of al1 fluidizable particles for each time step. We record every 

tenth time step upto a maximum of 1000 recorded steps. AI1 simulations were run on an 

IBM SP2 with a performance of 130 MFlops. 

The axial distribution of the time-avenged horizorital and vertical components of the 

particle velocities obtained From this simulation is compared with those obtained in 

experiments on radioactive particle tracking of FCC later in Section 7. 



4. Simulation of the gas fluidization of FCC (u' = 0.09 and 0.06 mls) 

In this case, in addition to the 100 fluidizable particles, we have five particles fixed in 

space at the hottom o f  the unit ce11 to represent the dism'hutor where the hiihbles would 

originate. Two gas velocities 0.09 m/s and 0.06 m/s were used in these simulations to 

compare with the bubble characteristics of a fluidized FCC bed rneasured experimentally 

using the fiber-optic method. Here, the unit cell represents a small volume close to the 

distributor in the experimentd bed. 

The average bubble size, bubble velocity and area Baction of the bubble phase obtained 

fiom the microscopie simulation results are compared with the experimentally measured 

values in Section 7. 



5. Radioactive Particle Tracking Esperirnent 

The experirnents were done in a gas-solid fluidized bed as shown in Figure 3.2. The 

column was made of a Plexiglass pipe with 152 mm interna1 diameter and 1500 mm 

height. Air at room temperature was introduced into the bed through a conical section, 

passing through a stainless steel porouç plate and a noule type air distributor. Air flow 

rate was measured by an orifice plate connected to a water manorneter. A cyclone 

placed at the air outlet of the column returns the entrained solids back to the bed. 

The solids used in the experiments was the Fluid Cracking Catalyst (FCC) having 

particle size of 70 pn and a density of 1 97 1 kg/m3. initial height of the bed was 0.22 m 

(1.5 times the column diuneter). 

The tracer was made of a mixture of gold powder and epoxy resin of size 420 pm to be 

used in the experiment. It was activated in the SLOWPOKE nuclear reactor of École 

Polytechnique prior to the experirnent. The produced isotope I g 8 ~ u  emits y-nys which 

are counted by 16 cylindrical NaI(T1) scintillation detectors on slidhg rails. A typical 

anangement of the detecton around the Buidized bed is shown in Figure 3.2. Two 

personal cornputers simultaneously register the number of y-rays detected by each 

detector in every sampling period of 20 ms. These number of counts are used later to 

calculate the co-ordinates of the tracer. Details of the system calibration and the inverse 

reconstruction strategy for tracer position rendition are descnbed by Larachi et al. [7, 81. 



See Appendix 1 .  During the experiment the tracer was placed into the bed to move 

fieely with the other particles inside the bed. Movement of the tracer was then 

monitored for about 5 hours during which the count rate of the tracer at some 820,000 

points were acquired. The bed was then made empty and the tracer was recovered nom 

the solids. 



Fiber-optic experirnents were carried out in the sarne column described in Section 4 

havine - 150 mm in diameter at 20°C under different superficial gas velocities in the 

bubbling regime of fluidization. See Appendix 2. The sarne FCC powder discussed in 

the radioactive particle tracking study was used in this case as well. 

A cross fiber-optic probe [9] with two cross-fiber bunches of 0.8 mm in diameter 

cornposed of several small optic libers of 40 prn diarneter is placed at a position of 50 

mm from the distributor to measure the local instantaneous voidage. -4 PV - 4A Particle 

Velocity Analyzer made by the Institute of Chernical Metallurgy, Chinese Academy of 

Sciences is employed to get the time senes of dynamic local voidage under different 

operating conditions. More than 20 runs with 60,000 data each were sampled with a 

sarnpling fiequency of 16 KHz under the operating conditions. The size of bubbles and 

their nse velocities at the given height were measured as an average of two radial 

positions one at the centre of the bed and the other at two-thirds the radius of the bed. 



7.1 Cornparison of Stokesian Dynamics resu Ifs with Radioactive Particle Tracking 

m' T) 
As explained in Section 3, the particles are first generated randomly in the unit cell. We 

introduce uni fom air flow in the upwrird direction with a hi& velocity of 0.44 mis. In 

Figure 3.3 we see a state of the fluidized bed during the 1000 recorded time steps. 

Velocity profiles were extracted fiom the particle trajectories by averaging the 1000 

neps For sevenl axial positions. Observe that the entire bed is in a fluidized state in 

Figure 3.4 which shows the a'rial distribution of the x- and 2- components of the particle 

velocity along the bed height obtained from FCC simulations at 0.44 m/s. 

As mentioned in Section 3, this unit cell having periodic boundary conditions in al1 

directions represents a mal1 area at the centre of a fluidized FCC bed which has the 

les t  influence of the wall or distributor. The axial distribution of the average particle 

velocities computed fiom the Stokesian Dynamics simulation is therefore representative 

of a zoom area (dotted box) at the centre of thz experimental fluidized bed descnbed in 

Section 4 which is farthest from the wall, distributor and the bed surface. Using this 

assumption, we ensure cornparison of simulation and experirnent at the same dimension 

scale. It is difficult to simulate conditions near the distributor at the bottom of the bed 

due to very high velocity of the gas flow. In fact, an attempt to simulate a unit cell with 



k e d  particles at its bottom to represent a srnall volume above the distributor proved to 

be unproductive as particles camed up by the high gas flow (0.44 mfs) were collected 

against the fixed particles of the periodic image directly above the central cell. The 

figure also shows experimental results of the x- and z-components of the particle 

velocities as measured by the radioactive particle tracking technique dong the bed 

height at a radial distance of 1 cm &om the mis of the bed. The particle velocities in 

both cases are rendered dimensionless using the characteristic single particle terminal 

velocity. 

Comparing the x- and z-components of the particle velocities at the central portion of the 

experimental FCC bed with the simulation results obtained from the Stokesian 

Dynarnics method indicates a good agreement between them. The particles appear in 

both cases to have a dominant upward motion cornpared to the lateral movement at the 

high gas velocity. 

7.2 Cornparison of Stokesian h n a m  ics restrlts with Fiber-optic erperimen fs 

Cornparison of the Stokesian Dynamics simulation results of a bubbling bed were made 

with measurernents of bubble characteristics (bubble size and velocity) based on the 

fiber-optic technique explained in Section 6. In this case, we need fixed particles at the 

bonom of the unit ce11 to act as the distributor where the bubbles would originate. The 

ratio of the height of the fixed bed that the 100 simulated particles would have formed to 

the width of the unit ce11 (17.5) is 1.3. Larger heights of the unit ceil would require ceU 



widths larger than 17.5 to avoid slugging at the top which implies more number of 

sirnulated particles and hence longer computational tirnes. 

Using the information of instantaneous particle positions and velocities, the void spaces 

arising in the bed are identified as bubbles and the motion of the bubbles are followed 

starting from their birth at the distributor to their explosion at the surface of the bed. 

The history of each bubble viz. their size, velocity can thus be extracted From the 

simulation data. 

In the following discussion where we compare the characteristics of the bubbling bed in 

the Stokesian Dynarnics simulation with the corresponding experimental results, the size 

and velocity of the bubbles and the bed porosity are calculated as follows from the 

primary simulation results, the positions and velocities of the particles: Each of the 1000 

recorded time steps were snapshot as fiames. A 'bubble' pro- discretizes the area of 

the fluidized bed (within the unit cell) into an array of squares whose size is of the order 

of the particle size. The bubble is identified by tracing the border particles which 

surround the bubble and are characterized by lop-sided neighbors. The sum of the areas 

of the squares enclosed by such particles gives the two-dimensional area of the bubble. 

The geometry of the enclosed area specifies the centre of the bubble. From this 

information, growth rate and rise velocity of bubbles between any two -es is 

esturiated by the program. The porosity of the bed is estimated h m  the height of the 

fluidized bed within the unit ceIl. 



Figure 3.5 shows a snapshot of periodic images of the bubbling bed of FCC at 0.09 mis. 

Notice that a few particles c m  bt: entrained in the nsing bubble and the bubble is 

'grown' as opposed to its initial size near the distributor where it is comparable to the 

size of the particle. 

Comparing the results of the simulation and experimental rrirasurements of the 

characteristics of the bubbling bed of FCC particles at an air velocity of 0.09 d s ,  in 

Figure 3.6, we note that the scale of cornparison is not the same, Le.. the sizes of the unit 

ce11 and the experimental bed differ considerably. Here, we assume that the unit ce11 

represents a small portion of the experirnental bed at the proximity of the distributor and 

far from the wall. h indirect quantitative cornparison between the unit cell and the 

expenmental set-up is possible by bridging the expenmental results observed at the 

height of 50 mm along the axis of the bed with simulation results using bubbling bed 

models as discussed below. 

Cornparing the results of expenment and simulation, we anive at the following report: 

Here bubble sizes have been rendered dimensionless as is usual in Stokesian Dynamics 

by the particle radius 'a' and the bubble rise velocity by the single particle terminal 

velocity, v. 



Average bed porosity al 0.09 ds: 

The average bed porosity at a height of 50 mm from the distributor is 0.55 in the case of 

simulation and 0.52 in the case of the experiment. The porosity is averaged radially over 

two positions, one at the center of the bed and the other at hvo-thirds the radius of the 

bed. 

Btibble characterisks at 0.09 m/s: 

The dimensionIess bubble size estimated fiom simulation results has a value of 18 at a 

height of 35 (equivalent of 1.2 mm from the distributor) as shown in the inset of the 

bubblc diameter vs height plot in Figure 3.6 for the unit ceII. The fiber-optic 

measurement at this higher velocity at a height of 50 mm from the distributor gave a 

dimensionless bubble size of 474.86. This is explained by the increase in the size of the 

nsing bubbles as well as due to bubble coalescence. However, the simulation result 

agrees well with the model for predicting bubble size near the distributor [IO], which 

gives a value of 55 for the given bed depicted in Figure 3.6. 

We bridge the simulation results near the distributor with the experimental results at a 

height of 50 mm using common bubbling bed models. Using the Rowe mode1 for 

bubble size as a function of the bed height [II], we calculate a bubble size of 19.8 close 

to our simulation result. The Rowe model shown below and its agreement with the 

simulation prediction of the bubble size near the distributor is shown in Figure 3.6. 

g-oa 0 - 7 5 ( ~ ~  PU 
d = z -umb 



Comparing the bubble rise velocities in both experiment and the bubbling bed model, we 

find the experimental value to be close to that predicted by the Kunii-Levenspiel model 

[IO] at 50 mm fiom the distributor. As seen in Figure 3.6, the simulation results (inset) 

agree well with the model prediction of 0.32. 

Average bed porosiîy at 0.06 mis: 

An average bed porosity of 0.49 was estirnated from the Stokesian Dynamics results 

while the radially averaged fiber-optic measurements yielded a value of 0.49 as well. 

BtrbbZe characterr'stics at 0.06 m/s: 

At this lower air velocity, we compare the bubble size and their rise velocity obtained in 

the simulation and the fiber-optic experiment in Figure 3.7. The insets show the bubble 

charactenstics in the unit cell. As in the above case, the unit ce11 represents an elemental 

area at the centre of the distributor. The average bubble size obtained by the S tokesian 

Dynamics method is 12 and the range of the bubble size agrees weli with the bubble size 

of 22.42 predicted by the bubble size model applicable near the distributor [IO]. The 

bubble size obtained by the fiber-optic method is 403.43 which was measured at a height 

of 50 mm. The Rowe model yields a value of 12.71. Interestingly, the bubble rise 



velocity estimated £iom the simulation is very close to the Kunii-Levenspiel result as 

shown in the figure. The experimental bubble rise velocity at the height of 50 mm is 

close to the mode1 prediction. 

From the results of cornparison with bubbling bed models, we infer that the Stokesian 

Dynamics method reasonably predicts the bubble size and bubble nse velocities (at the 

proximity of the distributor). 

Cornparison benveen two-dimensional and three-dimensional beds: 

It is to be noted that the Stokesian Dynarnics simulation of bubbling beds is perfomed 

in a pseudo two-dimensional bed while experiments and the Kunii-Levenspiel mode1 are 

prescnbed for three-dimensional bubbles. h two-dimensional beds, the Davidson 

theory assumes the bubble shape to be cylindncal [12]. It however is reported to 

overestimate the penetntion in actuai two-dimensional bubbles (cloud penetntion is 

defined as the ratio of cloud radius to the bubble radius). Using the bubble nse mode1 

for two-dimensionai bubbles [13] and the bubble size measured in the simulation at the 

gas velocity of 0.09 d s ,  we obtain a bubble nse velocity of 0.403 which is close to both 

the three-dimensional mode1 as well as the simulation resuit (Figure 3.6). The same 

conclusion is reached at the gas velocity of 0.06 d s  where the two-dimensional mode1 

fields a bubble rise velocity of 0.3781 again close to simulation results. When the 

bubble size is as small as obtained in the simulations, we observe littie deviation 

between the two-dimensional and three-dimensional bubble characteristics compared to 



simulations. As pointed out in Section 2 that even though the unit ce11 is pseudo two- 

dimensional, hydrodynamic interactions are estirnated in dl three directions. Brady and 

Bossis [2] have reported that pseudo two-dimensional simulations as well as the Ewald- 

summation technique are computational conveniences with the physics of the suspension 

being adequately described by the hydrodynamic interactions even in the absence of 

particle motion in the third dimension. A recent paper by Morris and Brady [14] 

justifies the use of pseudo two-dimensional cells in describing the pressure-driven flow 

of suspensions using Stokesian Dynamics. Here the suspension temperature (mean 

square of the scalar particle velocity fluctuations) is not affected by the increase in the 

thickness of the unit ce11 beyond the particle diameter. The influence of particle motion 

perpendicular to the plane of flow might cause deviations from the two-dimensional case 

(both mode1 and simulation) when the system size is large ( ce11 size > O(10') ). 

Stnccttu-e of a fluidized bed 

In addition to obtaining the charactenstics of the fluidized bed that has been compared 

with experiments and bubbling bed models, a method of quantifying the structure of the 

bed using simulations is the estimation of the pair-distribution function. 

We compared the structure of the fluidized bed with that of a fived bed using the pair- 

distribution function G(r) which is the probability density of hding a particle at a 

distance r fiom a given particle [2]. Figure 3.8 compares the pair-distribution fùnction 

G(r) in the horizontal and vertical directions both in a fked as well as the fluidized bed 



at 0.09 mls obtained from the Uistantaneous particle positions of the 100 particles. The 

rnarked difference of a fluidized bed (represented in Figure 3.5) lÎom the fixed bed is 

that G(r) is continuous which indicates a non-definite structure due to the mixing of 

particles throughout the bed. 



8. Conclusions 

We simulate the behaviour of gas fluidized FCC using the Stokesian Dynarnics method. 

Initially, we simulate the simulation of FCC powder following the work of Ichiki and 

Hayakawa [4] using 100 fluidizable particles of 70 pm size. In this case, we considered 

particle collisions to be elastic and the gas velocity at 0.44 m/s. We observe the finely 

fluidized state of the bed and computed the x- and z-cornponents of the time-averaged 

particle velocities dong the height of the bed. A radioactive particle tracking 

experiment was carried out with the air fluidization of FCC under the sarne conditions 

and the velocity of the tracer was followed at various positions along the height of the 

bed. The unit ce11 of the simulation was assumed to be a small area at the centre of the 

experimental bed which is l e s t  influenced by the extremities of the bed. Comparing the 

Stokesian Dynarnics results of particle velocities and the tracer velocities, we observe a 

good agreement between the simulation and the radioactive particle ûacking method. 

Two other simulations were carried out with the FCC powder at 0.09 m / s  and 0.06 m/s 

respectively in the same unit cell. In this case, the charactenstics of the bubbling bed 

such as bubble size, bubble rise velocity and areal fraction of  the bubbles were extracted 

f?om the instantaneous positions and velocities of the particles. For cornparison, two 

experiments were carried out with FCC at these wo velocities and the fiber-optic 

technique was used to find these characteristics of the bubbling bed at an axial position 

in the bed. 



Assuming the simulated unit ceIl represents a miniature area at the bottom of the axis of 

the experirnental fluidized bed, comparison of the bubbling bed characteristics indicated 

that at both the gas velocities, the simulation values of bubble size and velocity are in 

agreement with the bubbling bed models at the vicinity of the distributor while the 

experimental measurements of these quantities confonn well with mode1 predictions. 

The bubble characteristics of the simulated bed are in agreement with two-dimensional 

bubble models and it is argued that for small bubble sizes as obtainable in the 

simulations, the difference between bvo-dimensional and thrce-dimensional rnodels is 

not significant. 

The structure of a fluidized bed was differentiated fiom that of a fixed bed using the 

pair-distribution function. This function is continuous for a fluidized bed unlike a fixed 

bed quantifying the spatial distribution of particles in the fluidized state having a non- 

definite stnicture. 

Within the current assumptions on the quantitative comparison of experirnental and 

simulated fluidization of powden, we conclude that the Stokesian Dynamics method 

captures the essential behaviour of fluidized beds. The major challenge/constraint that 

we face in the experimental comparison of the simulation of Buid-particle systems using 

the Stokesian Dynamics method described in this paper is the computationd t h e  which 

limits the size of the simulation cell. However, with revolutionary technologies in 



cornputer processing speed expected in the near future, this problem is expected io be 

' partially' overcome. 



9. List of SymboIs 

a 

d 

G 

g 

m 

N 

Nm 

Nf 

r 

t 

u 

u", uinf 

X 

x,y,z 

Sii bscripts 

b 

br 

mb 

mf 

Particle radius 

Diameter 

Pair-correlation hnction 

Gravitational acceIeration 

Mass of particle 

Total number of simulated particles 

Number of fluidizable particles 

Nurnber of fixed (distributor) particles 

Interparticle separation 

Time 

Particle velocity vector 

Superficial velocity of fluid 

Position vector of particles (x,, x,, x,) 

Coordinate axes 

Bubble 

Single bubble 

Minimum bubbhg condition 

Mininiun auidkation condition 



P Particle 

t Tube (bed) 

x,y,z 3D vector components 

Greek letters 

P Linear density (bulk density/solid density) 

v Single particle teminal velocity (characteristic velocity) 

P Viscosity of the fluid 
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Table 3.1 FIuidized System and Simulation parameten 

Powder properties 
d 1 Particle diarneter i 

or 1 Fluid density 1 

a 
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v 

Particle radius (characteristic length) 
Soiid density 
Single-partic le settling velocity 

Dirnensionless numbers 1 

FIuid ~ r o ~ e r t i e s  

Fluid viscosity 
Bed propetties 

Re 1 Revnolds number 1 

Lx 
LV 

1 Simulation  aram met ers 1 

Lrngth 
Width 

1 dt 1 Time step 1 
1 Nr 1 Number of recordings 1 
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Figure 3.2 Radioactive particle tracking - Expenmental set-up and 

typical configuration of the detecton 



Figure 3.3 Stokesian Dparnics simulation of high-velocity fluidization 

(N = Nm = LOO, u" = 0.44 m/s) 
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Figure 3.4 Cornparison of particle velocities - S tokesian Dynamics vs 

Radioactive particle tncking (N = Nm = 100, un = 0.44 m / s )  



Figure 3.5 Stokesian Dynarnics simulation of bubbling beds 

(Nm = 100, Nf = 5 )  
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Figure 3.6 Cornparison of bubble characteristics - Stokesian Dynamics vs 

Fiber-optic experiments (Nm = 100, NT= 5, u" = 0.09 mis) 
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Figure 3 -7 Cornparison of bubble charactenstics - Stokesian Dynarnics vs 

Fiber-optic experiments (Nrn = 100, Nf = 5, u" = 0.06 mls) 
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Figure 3.5 Structures of fluidized beds 
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DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS OF FINE POWDER 
FLUIDIZATION 
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Gas fluidization of fine powders pose various challenges due to the cornplexity of the 

microsc~pic interparticle processes. This work describes the simulation of the behaviour 

of cohesive fine powders under gas tluidized conditions using the Stokesian Dynamics 

method for the hydrodynamic interactions and a microscopic mode1 for the formation 

and destruction of agglomentes. Two-dimensional dynamic simulations are carried out 

using periodic boundary conditions on weakly and strongly cohesive powdrrs. The 

agglorneration-deagglomeration mode1 consider agglomention and deagglomention 

processes during particle coI1isions. The two mode1 parameters are the minimum 

collisional energy for cohesion and the cohesivity of the powder. 

Simulations of weakly cohesive powders indicate the formation of small, uniform size 

aggregates which are held together by weak bonds. Fluidization of strongly cohesive 

powden causes the complete agglomeration of the fuie particles to form of strong, large 

size agglomerates which caused defluidization of the bed leading to channelling. 

Additional simulation results indicate that higher values of the minimum coHisional 



energy and lower cohesivity of the powder aids in improving the fluidizability of 

cohesive powders. 

Kqnvords: Fine powders. fluidized beds. stokesian dyamics. agglomeration 



1. Introduction 

Powders are ubiquitous in nature with certain unique behaviours among solid foms. 

Fine powders are a special category of powders because of their special characteristics 

due to the small size. Fine powders best represented by Group C powders of Geldart's 

classification [ I l  are widely used in process industries in catalytic reactions, simple 

transportation and other powder handling operations. Some of these processes involve 

gas fluidization [2,3]. Gas fluidization of fine powders is difficult to achieve because of 

the presence of interparticle forces such as van der Waals, capillary and electrostatic 

forces. Besides these forces, particle deformation and interlocking affect the flow of 

these powders. Sevenl experimental studies have reported channeling and particle 

agglomeration, phenomena which are unique to fine powders [J, 51. To counteract such 

forces, certain experimental techniques [5 ,6,  7, 8,9] have been developed in an effort to 

improve the gas fluidizability of fme powders. 

Given the difficulty in conducting direct experimental studies of interparticle forces due 

to their rnicroscopic nature we turn to direct simulations to gain an understanding of the 

behaviour of Group C powders. This work attempts to sirnulate the behaviour of fine 

powder systems under gas fluidized conditions following our earlier work in simulahg 

the behaviour of vibrated fine powders in vacuum [IO]. 



First, we bnefly discuss a microscopic model that can be used to sirnulate the 

interactions of fine particles with no cohesive forces. We then obtain the hajectories of 

fluidized particles using cornputers. Finally, we simulate the cohesive fluidization of 

fine powders with our proposed rnndel for the formation and destruction of 

agglomerates. By extracting the macroscopic properties chanctenzing fluidized beds 

From particle trajectories, we bridge the rnicroscopic properties of grains with the 

macroscopic properties of fluidized beds. 

To simulate non-cohesive fluidization, we employ the Stokesian dynarnics method. The 

only empirical parameten that have to be introduced are those needed to chancterize the 

Stokesian particle-fluid interactions [ I l ,  121. Recent simulations using the Stokesian 

Dynamics method have reproduced realistic particle motion in gas fluidized granula 

systems [ 12, 131. 

In these simulations, the Stokesian Dynamics method is used to simulate the air 

fluidization of a two-dimensional bed composed of 128 sphencal g las  particles with 10 

particles fonning the fixed bottom of the bed with an uniform air velocity at a value 30% 

of the single particle terminal velocity. The bed whose thickness was the same as the 

size of the partictes had width as 35 and height as 50 (dirnensionless units). 

In our earlier paper [IO], we htroduced a mode1 for the agglomeration and 

deagglomeration processes in Group C powders. The model treats agglomeration and 



deagglomeration as the formation and destruction of interparticle bonds during particle 

collisions which occur in a vibrated bed of fine powden. 

ln this paper, w e  continiie our investieation. We follow the shidies of Tchiki and 

Hayakawa [12, 131 and extend their Stokesian dynarnics simulation method to cohesive 

fine powders. The principal new feature that we are introducing into the simulation of 

fluidized beds in this paper is the agglomention-deagglomeration interactions among 

the particles. 



2. Stokesian dynamics method with periodic boundary conditions 

In this section, we briefly recall the fluidized bed model of Ichiki and Hayakawa [13] (a 

model io simulate the cohesionless fluidization of ngid particles). For more details 

concerning this model refer to the paper of Brady and Bossis [l I l  describing Stokesian 

Dynamics and the paper of Ichiki and Hayakawa [13] descnbing the application of 

Stokesian Dynamics to simulation of fluidization. Ichiki and Hayakawa assume that the 

bed is composed of monodisperse spheres with no rotational motion. 

The motion of N fluidized particles is given by Newton's equation (1 31: 

Here, t denotes the time, St is the Stokes ournber, x is the 2D position vector, 

u=U .exp(VS t) 

where U is the 2D velocity vector for the N-particle system. 

V, representing the terminal velocity of the particles is given by the following equation: 



uCO is the 

and R i s  

superficial fluid velocity vector, EZ is the unit vector in the vertical direction 

the resistance mattk which i s  estimated fmm the rnany-body hydrodynamic 

interactions and the short-range lubncation forces in the Stokesian Dynamics method 

with penodic boundary conditions. The position and velocity vectors are dimensionless 

with the particle radius 'a' as the characteristic length and the single particle terminal 

velocity v ,  as the characteristic velocity [13]. The resistance matrix R which is 

constructed fiom the particle positions is symmetric, positive-definite and its estimation 

using penodic boundary conditions is adequately explained by Brady and Bossis [ I l ]  

and Ichiki and Hayakawa [12]. 

The instantaneous positions and velocities of the N particles are found out by integrating 

Eq. (1). For this purpose, we use the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with a time step 

of 0.1. The resistance matrix R and the terminal velocity V are estimated for each tirne 

step from the position vector x at that time. The particles are allowed to move only in 

the vertical piane although the hydrodynamic interactions are taken into account in al1 

three dimensions. 

The direct interparticle forces in cohesionless fluidization are treated as  elastic collisions 

where the momenta of colliding particles are exchanged at the end of the time step. 



3. Simulations without the agglomeration-deagglomeration process 

We start the simulation with a fixed powder bed of 20pm rigid particles which was 

c m t e d  h-t - J  2 sedinient2ti~n nin. oith V = O. Fgr t h  initltl PX, me ~ ~ d c r n l y  genente 

the positions of 125 particles within the unit ceIl with dimensions 35x50?<2. The 

distributor of the fluidized bed is composed of 10 particles with a constant spacing of 3.5 

(see Figure 4.1 for details). Using the Runge-Kutta technique we calculate positions and 

velocities of al1 128 particles for each time step (dt = 0.1) with St = O until al1 particles 

have settled on top of the distributor. We thus have created the fixed bed initial 

condition for the fluidization mn. 

During fluidization, we introduce air with an uniform velocity of 0.3 and track once 

again the positions and velocities of al1 fluidizable particles for each tirne step. We 

record every tenth time step upto a maximum of 1000 recorded steps. Here we use St = 

10 for the ngid particles. A11 simulations were run on an [BM SP2 with a performance 

of 130 MFlops. In Section 7.1 we discuss the results of non-cohesive fluidization. 

In the next stage, we introduce into the above simulation scheme the influence of direct 

interparticle forces. The agglomeration-deagglomeration mode1 has been devefoped for 

this purpose in Deiva Venkatesh et al  [l O]. We recall it briefiy in Section 4. 



4. Simulation &th agglomeration-deagglorneration 

In our earlier work [IO], we have proposed a micromechanical model for the 

ag$c?meration-deag~~mcration processes comrnonly observed in the fluidization of 

Group C powders which treats induced powder cohesion resulting from particle 

collisions under certain operating conditions. According to the proposed model, temed 

'powder chemistry modei', the agglomention and deagglomeration observed in powder 

beds are revenible processes similar to reversible chemical reactions. The powder 

chemistry model assumes that both agglom~.ation and deagglomeration are binary 

collisional in nature and c m  occur only when the collisional energy of the colliding 

bodies cross an energy barrier specific to the powder. This minimum collisional energy 

EcMM along with the 'cohesivity ' E of the powder bed are the two mode1 parameters with 

which we characterize the aggiomeration and deagglomeration processes in our model. 

The powder cohesivity is explained below. 

A~~lomeration 

Aggiomeraâion is effected by a partial transformation of the total kinetic energy of the 

impacting bodies into a cohesive bond energy (BE) that causes cohesion of the colliding 

bodies [IO]. The rest of the available kinetic energy is attnbuted to the resultant 

aggregate as explained in the energy balance further in this section. 



The two mode1 parameters for agglomeration are : 

(i) the minimum collisional energy (EcMM) and 

(ii) the fraction (E) of kinetic energy to be transformed to cohesive bond energy (BE), 

Both mode1 parameters characterize the interfacial properties. The pararneier E is close 

to zero for large, dense, sphencal grains (e.g. Group A powders [l]) and close to unity 

for flat, light, very fine particles (eg. Group C powders [l]). Low net values of E may be 

achieved by various methods such as addition of a dissimilar coarse powder (Iiaving 

lower E value) to the fine powder or passing a viscous gas through the powder bed [J, 71. 

The second panmeter EchlM supposedly represents particle rearrangement which is 

necessary for cohesion as well as deformation of colliding grains caused by the 

extemaYapplied force (in this case, the force of vibration). Low values of EcMM 

represent highiy defonnable structures leading to larger contact areas which enhance 

cohesion. In the physical sense, EcMM can be referred to as the cohesion energy barrier 

and E as the cohesiviv of the fine powder. Powders with low values of EcMM are 

expected to have high Hausner ratios, HR (HR=tapped bulk density/loose bulk density 

of the powder) while those with large s would demonstrate cohesive forces much larger 

than the gravity force and would require considerable extemal force to improve gas 

fluidizability of the powder. 



h Figure 4.4, we show the relationship between the mode1 parameters and each OP the 

categories of Geldart's classification of powden. Negligible values of E are attributed to 

Group A, B and D types with Group A powders having Iow values of EcMM while 

Groiip B and D have very large E C ? , ~ ~ ~  values. Groiip AC powders [4! which are slightly 

cohesive have intermediate values of E and EcUw whereas Group C powders highly 

cohesive in nature may possess very high EcMTN and E closer to unity. 

Dissociation of particles in an aggregate occurs due to cleavage of a11 weak cohesive 

bonds [IO]. These 'weak bonds' are those bonds whose cumulative sum of bond 

energies (Z BElvEaK) is lesser than or equal to the collisional energy (ECOLL) of the 

irnpacting bodies. 

The collisional energy and the energy balances for agglomeration and deagglomention 

are descnbed in our initial paper [l  O] 



5. Formation and destruction of aggregates as a reversible chernical reaction 

Microscopie simulation of chemicaily reacting systems have been carried out originally 

ucing the Boltzmann and later winp the mo!ecular dynamic schemes [Id]. We follow 

these schemes to powder systems by considering the phenornena of agglomeration and 

deagglomention as three sets of reversible reactions. The mechanisms are given below : 

Particle-p article interactions 

Particle-ag-gregate interactions 

Aggyegate-aggregate interactions 

Here A i  represents a single elementary particle used in the simulation, Ar, AM, Ap, AQ, 

Ahl+[ and APq are 'representative' aggregates of various sizes, form and cohesive bond 

energies involved in the above three reactions. 

The reaction rates for the three types of interactions are as follows: 



The macroscopic results of the simulations of fluidized fine powders provide the number 

concentrations of A?, Ah,, .AP, AQ, AM+, and Ap+q as well the reaction rates wherefrom the 

rate constants have been evaluated. The effect of the mode1 parameters E, EcUM on bed 

characteristics have been studied. 



6. Simulation and analysis techniques 

The following steps indicate the basic steps of the simulation of gas fluidization of 

cohesive powders as descnhed in oiir previous work [IO!: 

1. Aggregates constitute several original pariicles (size d=20p) called 'elements' 

which are bonded to each other in a painvise fashion. 

2. To obtain the instantaneous positions and velocities of al1 elements, we solve Eq.(l). 

For cohesive fluidization, the only difference is that we reassign terminal velocities 

of elements within an aggregate based on mornenturn consemation on the aggregate. 

Since the number of particles in the unit ce11 is 0(102), we assume that aggregate 

sizes are of the same order and we neglect rotational motion of the aggregate. 

3. For every time step, the interparticle interactions are treated at the end of the 

integration procedure if the conditions of agglornention/deaggIomeration are met. 

If the collisional energy is lesser than the weakest bond in the vicinity of contact, 

then agglomeration occun. Othewise, al1 'weak' bonds of the aggregate are 

destroyed thereby possibly producing 'child' aggregates or particles. 

Choructeris~ics of agmegates 

Two characteristics of aggregates of practical Unportance that have been extracted 

fiom the microscopie simulation are (i) aggregate size or effective diameta, GE, 

and (ii) circularity. Effective diameter refers to the diameter of a circle having 

m a  equal to that of the aggregate while circularity represents the ratio of the 



effective diameter of the aggregate to its largest Martin diarneter [15]. The evolution 

of the effective size of aggregates and those of the three equilibrium rate constants 

are also discussed. 



7. Results 

7.1 Simulation cf a g ~ s  jluidized non-coitesive powder 

As explained in Section 3. the particles are first eenented randomly in the unit cell. and 

allowed to sediment onto the distributor particles. The initial height Ho of the fixed bed 

thus formed is 13.93. We then introduce uniform air flow in the upward direction with 

velocity 0.3. in Figure 4.2 we see four consecutive states of the evolution of the bed 

during the 1000 recorded time steps. We notice the formation of bubbles at the bottom 

of the bed and their subsequent destruction at the surface. 

Linear density profiles and velocity profiks were extncted fiom the particle tnjectories 

by discarding the initial 500 recorded steps and averaging the next 500 steps. Figure 4.3 

represents the axial profile of  the linear density, p @=ratio of the bulk density to the 

solid density) averaged over 500 steps after discarding the initial 500 steps. Observe 

that the entire bed is in a fluidized state and the dense portion of the bed has a porosity 

of 0.4 and the expanded bed height of 40. Figure 4.3 also shows the axial distribution of 

the x- and z- components of the partick velocity. The proximity of the z-component of 

the average velocity to zero dong the bed height indicates that the expanded bed is 

uniformly fiuidized. On the other hand, we observe that the x-component deviates nom 

zero. 



In the above simulation, we found the value of the porosity of the expanded bed to be 

0.8 1. The Richardson and Zaki model [16] for this bed parameters yields a value of 0.83 

for the porosity of the expanded bed. More detailed cornparisons of the Stokesian 

Dynvnics rin?u!ation results wit! experiments on g l s  fluidizec! powden (FCC) is dealt 

by Deiva Venkatesh et al [ 1 71. 

7.2 Sim dation of o gas fluidized cohesive powder 

We simulate the behaviour of the gas fluidization of cohesive powders by integrating the 

powder chemise  model with the Stokesian Dynarnics technique. Two slightly cohesive 

powders A$ and two highly cohesive powden B and D listed in Table 4.1 were studied. 

Powders A,B had EcMm = O while C,D had EcMM = 0.5. Finally, we simulated the 

behaviour of a Powder F which had E = 0.75 and EcMM = 2.0. 

The initial condition for al1 five cohesive powders was a randorn configuration of 100 

Buidizable particles in the same ce11 size descnbed in Section 3 with additional fixed 

particles forming the wall of the fluidized bed. The superficial gas velocity was again 

0.3. The system size was limited by the available cornputhg power providing 

simulation data within reasonable amount of time for al1 cases that were investigated. 

The agglomeration and deaggiorneration collisions were allowed to occur at the end of 

each time step and the dimensiodess bond energies (characteristic energy is the kinetic 

energy of a single particle at its terminal velocity) recorded dong with the particle 

positions and velocities as explained in Section 6. 



Figure 4.5 shows the evolution of bed characteristics of Powder A. We observe weak 

bonds that are fomed within the fint 100 tirne steps. The effective diameter of this 

weakly cohesive powder sets at 3.0 and the resultant homogeneous bed is finely 

fluidized. As in mir previous work, we categori7e aggregates o f  particles as a result of 

cohesion whose effective diameter is less than 3.0 as 'Clusters'. Aggregate sizes beyond 

this limit are termed 'Agglomerates'. The mass &action of clusten in the case of 

powder A was close to 10% of the entire bed while around 30% of the bed mass hnd 

fomed the large sized agglomerates. The remaining major portion of the bed rernained 

as individual particles which is an experimentally observable characteristic of weakly 

cohesive powders [IO]. 

Simulation of the strongly cohesive Powder B indicates rapid agglomeration of the bed 

to form multi-sized agglomerates. Unlike Powder A, Figure 4.6 shows a gradua1 build- 

up in the bond energy of the system with the strong bonds one order of magnitude higher 

than those of Powder A. The particles initially form clusters which in turn form the 

larger agglomerates which reach a maximum effective diameter of about 6.0. Following 

the evolution of the mass fractions of the clusten and agglomerates, we note that the 

initially formed clusten yield to the complete agglomeration of the bed with 90% of the 

bed mass forming agglomerates of size larger thm 3.0 and the rest of the bed remaining 

as  clustecs. This is typical of stmngly cohesive powders. Note that the sizes of the 

agglomerates that are formed is proportional to the number of particles in the system. In 

Figure 4.7 we see the states of the bed in four t h e  instants where we observe rapid 



agglorneration when the large agglomerates (shaded phc les )  settle at the bottom 

causing defluidization of the bed. The minimum fluidization velocities of the particles, 

clusten and the agglomerates that are formed were estimated according to Kunii and 

Levenspiel [ I  fi] and are foiind to be 0.001 9 m/s: 0.0044 m/s and 0.0238 m/s respectively. 

The actual fluid velozity corresponding to the dimensionless value of 0.3 is 0.0090 m/s 

which is well above the u d  of the particles and clusters, but below that of the 

agglomerates. This is an interesting phenornenon which has been observed in 

experiments of strongly cohesive powden such as Ni/A1203 cryogels [9] .  Subsequently, 

we observe in the animations of Powder B that the gas channels through the 

agglomented bed although the channels are unstable. 

We also followed the average kinetic energy of the particles in the bed for al1 the four 

powden. We note that the weakly cohesive powders A and C attain a finely fluidized 

state whereas the strongly cohesive Powden B and D are defluidized. Powder D also 

exhibits unstable fluidization with fluctuating particle velocities. 

To study the effect of the minimum collisional energy EchlM, we perforrned simulations 

of Powder F which differed from Powder B by EcMm = 2.0 representing particles which 

are cohesive but require a certain minimum energy which rnay be utilized to facilitate 

CO hesion, for example, to enable surface de formation which inmeases surface contacts. 

Figure 4.8 demonstrates that the magnitudes of the bond energies are reflective of the 

cohesive energy barrier of the powder though the size of the aggregates is much reduced 



cornpared to Powder B in Figure 4.6. In fact a minimal portion of the bed (40%) had 

formed aggregates initially which then are completely destro yed to regain the 

cohesionless fluidized state. This insinuates that the actual surface characteristics, 

or ien t~ th r .  rnd genmetry of the interacting pxticles m3y ififluence the Dehwiour of 2 

cohesive powder regardless of the cohesive nature of the powder material. 

Frorn the phenomenological perspective of agglomeration and deagglomeration as 

reversible chernical reactions. we calculate the equilibrium constants for the three 

particle-interactions during 'reactive' collisions in Powders A and B. In weakly 

cohesive powders as s h o w  in Figure 1.9 we flnd that simple particle-particle 

interactions are dominant. This is similar to the observations made in vibrated beds 

[IO]. In the case of the strongly cohesive Powder B, initially particle-particle 

interactions dominate followed by rapid interagglomerate interactions until the entire 

bed is agglornented (see Figure 4.9). Note that particle-agglomerated interactions do 

not play a major role in either of these powders. Clearly the figure explains that the 

interparticle and particle-agglomerate interactions gain importance with increasing 

cohesivity of the powder. On the other hand, cornparing the two powden B and F which 

differ by EcMH = 2.0 in Figure 4.10, we find that particle-particle interactions is the only 

type of interaction that is favoured by a higher cohesive energy barrier. It seems that a 

better quality of Buidization may be achieved by increasing the EcMm value. 



Recent theories by Wang et al [18] based on experimental observations of cohesive fine 

powdrr fluidization support our powder chemistry mode1 proposed in our previous work 

[1 O]. They have proposed a relative cohesiveness fiaction for cohesive powders which 

rrprrsents the degrte of cohesiveness similv to e which is lm irnportmt fktor Lq 

determining the size distribution of the agglomerates that are formed. They also have 

categonzed particles as single particles, natural agglomerates similar to our clusters and 

fluidized agglomerates. It is evident from their conclusion that the cohesivity of a fine 

powder controls the size distribution of agglomerates for a given powder matenal. 



8. Condusions 

We simulate the behaviour of cohesive fine powders in gas fluidized conditions by 

combinine our powder chemistry model with the Stokesian Dynamics method. Initially. 

we simulate the cohesionless simulation of fine powden following the work of Ichiki 

and Hayakawa [12] using 128 fluidizable particles of 2 0 ~  size with 10 fixed particles 

forming the distributor at the bottorn of the bed. In this case, we considered particle 

collisions to be elastic and the gas velocity at 0.3. We observe the finely fluidized state 

of the bed as well as the formation and destruction of bubbles as was observed in their 

work. The expanded bed porosity of this bed was in agreement with the Richardson and 

Zaki model of homogeneous tluidization. 

Following simulations include the agglomeration and deagglomeration mechanims 

described by the powder chemistry model. The two mode1 parameters were the (a) the 

minimum energy Ievel EcMM for collisions to be 'reactive', i.e., agglomerative or 

deagglomerative and (b) the cohesivity E of the powder. Four powders A,C which are 

weakly cohesive and B,D which are strongly cohesive were studied. Powden A B  had 

no energy barrier for cohesion whereas C,D had EcMm = 0.5. Macroscopic bed 

characteristics such as bond energies of the aggregates and their effective diameter and 

circularities were estimated kom the rnicroscopic simulation resdts. 



Gas fluidization of weakly cohesive powden caused the formation of aggregates of 

uniform size of about 3 .O called 'clusten' which formed 30% of the bed mass. Nearly 

10% of the bed mass formed the large-sized 'agglomerates'. The instantaneous bond 

energies indicate aggregates held together by weak bonds characteristic of Group AC 

particles [.Il. Simulations of strongly cohesive powders indicate a gradua1 increase in 

the magnitude of the bond energy of the system. The effective diameter of the 

agglomerates reaches a maximum of 6.0. More than 90% of the bed had formed 

agglomentes in this case while the rest remained as  weak clusters. This behaviour has 

been commonly observed in strongly cohesive powden such as cryogels [IO]. Another 

interesting relation to experiments observed in the simulation of highly cohesive &- 

G 
fl 

powden is the de-fluidization of the bed due to agglomeration leading to unstable 

channeling. The estimated u d  values of the particles and the clusten were well below 

the fluid velocity unlike the ud- of the agglomerates which was higher. 

Considering the formation and destruction of agglomerates as reversible reactions with 

three types of interactions viz., particle-particle (Ki), particle-agglomerate &) and 

agglomerate-aggiomerate (K3), we find that particle-particle interactions in the case of 

weakiy cohesive powders and particle-particle, interagglomerate interactions in the case 

of strongly cohesive powders play a decisive role in deterrnining their behaviour under 

the given gas flow conditions. For a strongly cohesive powder, higher values of EcMm 

reduces agglomeration and favours homogeneous fluidization of the powder. 



Conclusively, low values of the cohesivity and high values of EcMIN have been found to 

improve the gas fi uidizability of cohesive fine powders. 

Our inte-mtion of the Stokesian Dynamics method with the powder chemise mode1 

helps to extract the macroscopic 

simulation results, This simulation 

properties of cohesive powders from rnicroscopic 

technique paves a way for further detailed studies on 

the behaviour of cohesive fine powders under gas fluidized conditions. in Our  future 

work, we will investigate the improvement of the fluidizability of cohesive powden 

which is of engineering interest. 



9. List of Symbols 

A 

AEM 

a 

BE 

BEM 

d 

&ff 

ECOLL 

h l  m 

g 

HR 

K 

MD,W 

MN 

m 

N 

Nm 

Nf 

n 

Aggregate number ( l , 2 ,  3 etc) 

Aggregate Element Matrix (dimension = total nomher of particles) 

Particle radius 

Cohesive bond energy 

Bond Energy Matrix (dimension = total number of particles) 

Diameter of the particles 

Effective diarneter of aggregates (diameter of circle having area equal to 

that of the aggregate) 

Collisional energy 

Minimum collisional energy (cohesive energy barrier) 

Gravitational acceleration 

Hausner ratio (tapped bulk densitylloose bulk density) 

Equilibrium constant 

Aggregate label after deagglomeration 

Aggregate label after agglomeration 

Mass of particle 

Total number of simulated particles 

Number of fluidizable particles 

Nurnber of fixed (distriiutor) particles 

Number concentration of aggregates 



r Interparticle separation 

t Time 

U Particle velocity vector 

il", iiin f Superficial velocity of the fluid (dimensionless) 

1y Position vector of particles (x,, x,, xJ 

W t z  Coordinate axes 

Su bscrip ts 

A Aggregate 

x,y,z 3D vector components 

M,N Particle labels 

PtQ Aggregate or particle labels (as the case may be) 

M w D  Aggregate labels after deagglomention 

MN Aggregate label af'ter agglomeration 

Greek Ietters 

E Fraction o f  kinetic energy transformed into cohesive bond energy 

(coh esiviv) 

P Luiear density @ulk density/solid density) 

v Single particle terminal velocity (characteristic velocity) 

CL Viscosity of the fluid 



Aggre gate 

Number concentration 
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Table 4.1 Powders used for simulation 





Figure 4.2 Bubbling in a gas fluidized fine particle bed 
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Figure 4.3 H ydrodynamics of non-CO hesive fluidization 

(bh=128, Nf=lO, uhf%.3) 
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Figure 4.5 Bed characteristics of a weakIy cohesive powder 
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Figure 4.6 Bed characteristics of a strongly cohesive fine powder 



Figure 4.7 Defluidization of a strongly cohetive fine powder 
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Figure 4.8 Bed charactenstics of a powder with inhîbited cohesion 



Powder A - Time progression of equilibrium 
constants 
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Figure 4.9 Effect of cohesivity on particle interactions 
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Figure 4.10 Effect of minimum collisional energy on particle interactions 
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Abstract 

Simulations of the gas fluidization of a cohesive powder are perfoxmed using Stokesian 

Dynamics and an agglomeration-deagglomeration model. Our objective is to investigate 

methods of improving the fluidizability of fine powden. Three techniques, namely (a) 

hi& gas velocity @) vibration-assisted fluidization and (c) tapered fluidizer are 

suggested and investigated. While al1 three techniques are found to effectively improve 

the fluidizability of a strongly cohesive powder, we suggest a combination of high 

velocity fluidization assisted by extemal vibration of the fluidized bed to minimize 

entrainment of particles. Results of current and previous simulations are sumrnarized in 

a cohesive powder diagram involving the parameters of the agglorneration- 

deagglomeration mode1 and the operating conditions. 

Kryrvords: Fine powders. improvernent of fluidizability, agglomention 



1. Introduction 

Fine powders descnbed by Group C powden of Geldart's classification [l] of powden 

-re L@~K due to their cohesive ni!tu,te when siibject to pls fl&!iziit.ti~n. The rapid!y 

growing application of ultra-fine particles in industry, fluidization of fine particles has 

become a significant emerging field [2]. Fine powders best represented by Group C 

powders of Geldart's claçsificûtion are widely used in process industries in catalytic 

reactions, simple transportation and other powder handling operations. Gas fluidization 

of fine powders is difficult to achieve because of the presence of interparticle lorces 

such as Van der Waals, capillary and electrostatic forces. Besides these forces, particle 

defortnation and interlocking may affect the flow of these powders [3]. Several 

expenmental studies have reported channeling and particle agglomeration, phenornena 

which are unique to fine powden due to the effect of interparticle forces [4,5]. 

To countenct the effect of such forces, certain experimental techniques [4, 6, 7, 8, 91 

have been developed in an effort to irnprove the gas fluidizability of fine powders. Two 

main categories of techniques used to improve the Buidizability of fine powders are (i) 

addition of an extemal force such as vibration, magnetic field or acoustic field and (ii) 

alteration o l  the intrinsic properties of the powder such as modimng the surface 

characteristics and mixing of a dissimilar powder [2]. Our expenmental studies also 

have shown that in the case of highly cohesive Ni/A1203 cryogels employment of a 

conical fluidizer irnproved the fluidizability of such powders [5]. 



in Our earlier work [IO], we have simulated the gas fluidization of fine particles which 

are cohesive in nature using a compound simulation technique which uses the Stokesian 

Dynarnics method [ I l ]  to describe the hydrodynamic forces and our rnicroscopic model 

te e x p l ~ n  the agg!c?memt?ti~n and deagg!orr?eration mechanime In fine powders (IO]. 

We have been able to simulate the formation and destruction and agglomerates during 

gas fluidization of Group C powders. in this paper, we intend to investigate the effects 

of (i) an extemal vibratory force (ii) high gas velocity and (iii) tapered bed geornetry on 

the fluidizability of cohesive powders. 

In these simulations, Stokesian Dynarnics method is used to sirnulate the air fluidization 

of a two-dimensional bed composed of 100 spherical glass particles with 10 particles 

forming the fixed bottom of the bed and 24 other fixed particles foming the bed wall 

with an uniform air velocity at a value 30% of the single particle terminal velocity. The 

bed whose thickness was the same as the size of the particles had width as 35 and height 

as 50 (dimensionless units). Here, the radius of the particles was the charactenstic 

length and the single particle terminal velocity was the characteristic velocity. 

In our earlier paper [3], we introduced a model for the agglomeration and 

deagglomeration processes in Group C powders. The mode1 treats agglomeration and 

deagglomeration as the formation and destruction of interparîicle bonds durhg particle 

collisions which occur in a vibrateci bed of h e  powders. 



We follow the studies of Ichiki and Hayakawa [12,13] and extend their Stokesian 

Dynamics simulation method to cohesive fine powders. The principal new feature that 

we are introducing into the simulation of fluidized beds in this paper, besides the 

agglomeration-deaggiomeration interactions among the padcles, is  the effect of the 

operating conditions, externall y applied force and the bed geometry. 



2. Stokesian dynamics method with periodic boundary conditions 

In this section, we bnefly recall the fluidized bed model of M i k i  and Hayakawa [13] (a 

mode1 tc! simulate the cohesionless fluidization of ngid particles) F w  more details 

conceming this model we refer to the paper of Brady and Bossis 1111 describing 

Stokesian Dynamics and the paper of Miki and Hayakawa [13] describing the 

application of Stokesian Dynamics to simulation of fluidized beds. Following Ichiki and 

Hayakawa, we assume that the bed is composed of monodisperse spheres with no 

rotational motion. 

The motion of N Buidized particles is given by Newton's equation [13]: 

Here, t denotes the time, St is the Stokes number, x is the 2D position vector, 

u=U.exp(t/St) where U is the 2D velocity vector for the N-particle system. 

V, representing the temiinal velocity of the particles is given by the following equation: 



u" is the superficial fluid velocity vector, Ez is the unit vector in the vertical direction 

and R is the rrsistance matix xhich is estimated h m  the rnany-body fiJrdrad,nanic 

interactions and the short-range Iubrication forces in the Stokesian Dynamics method 

with penodic boundary conditions. Position and velocity vecton are dimensionless with 

the particle radius 'a' as the characteristic length and the single particle terminal velocity 

v, as the characteristic velocity. The resistance rnatnx R which is constructed from the 

particle positions is syrnrnetric, positive-definite and its estimation using penodic 

boundary conditions is adequately explained by Brady and Bossis [ I l ]  and Ichiki and 

Hayakawa [12]. 

The instantaneous positions and velocities of the N particles are found out by integrating 

Eq. (1) using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with a t h e  step of 0.1. The 

resistance matrix R and the terminal velocity V are estimated for each tirne step from the 

position vector x at that t h e .  The particles are allowed to move only in the vertical 

plane although the hydrodynamic interactions are taken hto account in dl three 

dimensions. 

The direct interparticle forces in cohesionless fluidization were treated as elastic 

collisions in our earlier work [IO] with the superficial air velocity at 0.3. Here, we 



combine the microscopie mode1 of cohesive powders with the Stokesian Dynamics 

method to simulate agglomeration and deagglomeration processes. 



3. Cohesive powder mode1 

In our earlier work [3], we have proposed a micromechanical model for the 

q~omemtien-deagg!omerati~?n processes commml y observed in the fl iiidizatinn o f  

Group C powden which treats induced powder cohesion resulting from particle 

collisions under certain operating conditions. According to the proposed model, termed 

'powder chemistry model', the agglomeration and deaggiomeration observed in powder 

beds are revenible processes similar to reversible chemical reac tions. The powder 

chemistry model assumes that both agglomeration and deagglomention are binary 

collisional in nature and can occur only when the collisional energy of the colliding 

bodies cross an energy banier specific to the solid phase. This minimum collisional 

energy EcMM dong with the 'cohesivi~' E of the powder bed are the two model 

parameters with which we charactenze the aggIomeration and deagglomeration 

processes in our model. The powder cohesivity is explained below. 

Agglomeration 

Agglomeration is effected by a partial transformation of the total kinetic energy of the 

impacting bodies into a cohesive bond energy (BE) that causes cohesion of the colliding 

bodies [3]. The rest of the available kinetic energy is attributed to the resultant 

aggregate as explained in the energy balance further in this section. 

The two model parameters for agglomeration are : 



(i) the minimum collisional energy (Ek,,) and 

(ii) the &action (E) of kinetic energy to be transformed to cohesive bond energy (BE), 

represrntins the inelasticity of agglomerative collisions. 

Both model parameters charactenze the interfacial properties. The parameter a is close 

to zero for large, dense, spherical p i n s  (e.g. Group A powders [II) and close to unity 

for flat, light, very fine particles (eg. Group C powders [Il) .  The second parameter 

EcMm represents particle remangement wliich is necessary for cohesion as well as 

deformation of colliding grains caused by the extemdapplied force (in this case, the 

force of vibration). in the physical sense, EcMM referred to as the minimum collisionai 

energy and E as the cohesivi@ of the fine powder. The physical significances of the 

model parneters are discussed in our original paper [3]. 

in Figure 5.1, we show the relationship between the model parameters and each of the 

categories of Geldart's classification of powders. Negligible values of a are attributed to 

Group A, B and D types with Group A powden having Iow values of EcMIN while 

Group B and D have very large EcMM values. Group AC powden [4] which are slightly 

cohetive have intermediate values of E and EcMm whereas Group C powders highiy 

cohesive in nature possess very high EcUIN and E close to unity. 



Dea.alomeration 

Dissociation of particles in an aggregate occurs due to cleavage of al1 weak cohesive 

bonds [3]. These 'weak bonds' are those bonds whose cumulative surn of bond energies 

(Z BExiAK) is lcsscr th= or equd to the collisiond enrrgy (Ecuii) of the impxting 

bodies. The collisional energy and the energy balances for agglomeration and 

deagglomeration are discussed in detail in our earlier paper [3]. 



4. Simulation of a gas fluidued cohesive powder 

We start the simulation by randomly generating the positions of 100 rigid particles of 

70pm within the mi! cd!  with dimensions 35x50~2. Ihe Oistributor of the R u i d i d  bed 

is composed of 10 particles with a constant spacing of 3.5 and the walls formed by 24 

particles spaced at a gap of 4.0 (see Figure 5.2 for details). Using the Runge-Kutta 

technique we integrate Equation (1) to calculate the positions and velocities of al1 100 

particles. 

During fluidization, we introduce air with an uniform velocity and track once again the 

positions and velocities of al1 fluidizable particles for each time step. We record every 

tenth time step upto a maximum of 300 recorded steps. Here we use St = 10 for the rigid 

particles. All simulations were run on an iBM SP2 with a performance of 130 MFlops. 

We introduce into the above simulation scheme the influence of direct interparticle 

forces. The agglomeration-deagglorneration mode1 explained in Section 3 is used for 

this purpose. At the end of each time step, the powder chemistry mode1 is appiied to the 

system and the agglomeration and deagglomeration processes are accounted for as 

explained in Deiva Venkatesh et al [ 1 O]. 



5. Formation and destruction of aggregates 

Microscopie simulation of chemically reacting systems have been camed out originally 

osing the Bokmann and Iater using the molecular dynarnic schemes [14]. We foilow 

these schemes to powder systems by considenng the phenornena of agglomeration and 

deagglomeration as three sets of revenible reactions. The mechanisms are given below : 

Particle-particle interactions 

Particle-ag-gregate interactions 

Aggregate-a-ggreeate interactions 

Here Al represents a singie elementary particle used in the simulation, Az, AMY APy AQ, 

Ahl+! and ripq are 'representative' aggregates of various sizes, form and cohesive bond 

energies involved in the above three reactions. 

The reaction rates for the three types of interactions are as follows: 



The macroscopic results of the simulations of fluidized fine powders provide the number 

concentrations of A?, AM, Ap, AQ, rlbl+l and Rp+Q as well the reaction rates wherefrom the 

rate constants have been evaluated. The effect of the mode1 panmeters E, EchllN on bed 

characteristics has been studied. 



6. Simulation techniques 

The following steps indicate the basic steps of the simulation of gas fluidization of 

rohesive powders: 

1. Aggregates constitute several original particles (size d = ZOpm) called 'elements' 

whiqh are bonded to each other in a pairwise fashion. 

2. To obtain the instantaneous positions and velocities of al1 elements, we solve Eq.(l). 

For cohesive fiuidization, the only difference is that we reassign terminal velocities 

of elements within an aggregate based on momentum conservation on the aggregate. 

Since the number of particles in the unit ce11 is O(loL), we assume that aggregate 

sizes are of the same order and we neglect rotational motion of the aggregate. 

3. For every time step, the interparticle interactions are treated at the end of the 

integration procedure if the conditions of agglomeration/deagglomeration [3]. 

Characteristics of the agglomerated bed such as the effective diarneter defi which 

refers to the diameter of a circle having area equal to that of the aggregate and the 

mass fiaction of agglomerates in the bed are discussed. The circularity of aggregates 

represents the ratio of the effective diameter of the aggregate to its largest Martin 

diameter [15]. The evolution of the above characteristics and those of the three 

equilibrium rate constants for the particle interactions are also presented. 



7.1 Simu fation of a gas fluidized cohesive powder - basic case 

powder chemistry mode1 with the Stokesian Dynamics technique. We investigate the 

methods of improving the fluidizability of cohesive fine powders using a Powder B with 

E = 0.75 and EcMM = 0.0. The basic simulation of the gas fluidization of this powder is 

as follows: 

The initial condition of Powder B was a random configuration of 100 fluidizable 

particles in the same ce11 size indicated in Figure 5.2 with fixed particles forming the 

wall and bottom of the fluidized bed. The supert'cial gas velocity was 0.3. As in our 

earlier studies, the system size was limited by the available computing power providing 

simulation data within reasonable amount of time for al1 cases that were investigated. 

The agglomeration and deagglomeration coIlisions were allowed to occur at the end of 

each time step and the dimensionless bond energies (characteristic energy is the kinetic 

energy of a single particle at its terminal velocity) recorded dong with the particle 

positions and velocities as explained in Section 6. 

Figure 5.3 shows the evolution of bed characteristics of Powder B. As in our previous 

work, we categorize aggregates of particles as a result of cohesion whose effective 

diameter is Iess than 3.0 as 'Clusters'. Aggregate sizes beyond this Iimit are termed 



'Agglomerates'. Simulations of the strongly cohesive Powder B uidicate rapid 

agglomeration of the bed to form multi-sized agglomerates. Figure 5.3 shows a build-up 

in the bond energy of the system with the strong bonds. The particles initially form 

clustes vhich in tum form the larger agglomerates which reach a maximum effective 

diameter of about 6.0. Following the evolution of the mass fractions of the clusten and 

agglomerates, we note that the initially fonned clusters yield to the complete 

agglomeration of the bed with 90% of the bed mass foming agglomerates of size larger 

than 3.0 and the rest of the bed remaining as clusters. This is typical of strongly 

cohesive powders as observed in experiments [9]. In Figure 5.4 we see the states of the 

bed at four time instants where we observe npid agglomeration when the large 

agglomerates (shaded particles) settle at the bottorn causing defluidization of the bed. 

This is an interesting phenornenon which has been observed in experiments of strongly 

cohesive powders such as Ni/A1203 cryogels [9]. Subsequently, we observe in the 

animations of Powder B that the gas channels through the agglomerated bed although 

the channels are unstable. 

From the phenomenological perspective of agglomeration and deagglomeration as 

revenible chemical reactions, we calculate the equilibnum constants for the three 

particle-interactions during 'reactive' collisions in Powder B. In weakly cohesive 

powden we fïnd that simple particle-particle interactions are dominant. In the case of 

the strongly cohesive Powder B, ini tially particle-particle interactions dorninate followed 



by rapid interagglomerate interactions until the entire bed is agglomerated. Note that 

particle-agglomerated interactions do not play a major role in either of these powders. 

Recent 11.mries by Wang et a! [2] b s e d  on experimntd c?bcerv2itio~z of cohesive fine 

powder fluidization support our powder chemistry mode1 proposed in our previous work 

[3]. They have proposed a relative cohesiveness hction for cohesive powden which 

represents the degree of cohesiveness similar to E which is an important factor in 

determining the size distribution of the agglomerates that are fonned. They also have 

categorited particles as single particles, natural agglomerates similar to our clusters and 

fluidized agglomerates. As we observe with Powder B, higher cohesivity values Iead to 

large size agglomerates having a wide size distribution held together by strong bonds. 

Note that in this basic case, the size of the agglomerates is limited by the number of 

particles in the system, a limitation on computing power. in the following sub-sections, 

we study the effect of three techniques to improve the Buidizability of cohesive powden 

which show poor gas fluidization othenvise. The three techniques are (a) fluidizing at 

high operating gas velocity, (b) vibration-aided gas fluidization and (c) employrnent of a 

conical fluidizer. 

7.2 Simulation of a gus jluidized cohesive po wder - high gas velocity 

In Our experimentd studies on aerogels and cryogels containing more than 10% Ni 

supported on dumina, we observed that at hi& velocities, pronounced particle 



convection causes the agglomerates to break thereby producing smaller agglomerates 

which fluidize normally [4, 5, 91. In an effort to study the effect of high gas velocity on 

the agglomerated bed characteristics and vaiidate our agglomeration-deagglomeration 

mode1 in such sitiiations, o x  sirnulcte ~ ! e  g s  fluidizaticn of Powder B a? 3 g3s idocity 

of 0.8. Al1 other parameters remain as stated above for the basic case. Figure 5.5 shows 

that the gradua1 increase in bond energies in Powder BHV as in Powder B is limited at 

high velocities to a maximum of about 2.5 when agglomerates reach a stable size of 3.5. 

The circularity of the agglomerates is not affected by the higher fluidization velocity. 

The major departure in the behaviour of Powder B fluidized at a gas velocity of 0.8 from 

iis behaviour when fluidized at the air velocity of 0.3 is that the size of the agglomerates 

is quite reduced by the higher air flow rate along with a remarkable reduction in the 

portion of the bed that is actually agglomerated. Less than 10% of the bed fomed 

clusters while nearly 20% of the bed was in the form of agglomerates at the higher air 

velocity. Clearly, higher gas velocities improve the fluidizability of the cohesive 

Powder B as was observed in certain experiments mentioned earlier [Deiva Venkatesh, 

19951. 

Comparing the various particle and agglomerate interactions in the case of Powder B 

fluidized at the two gas flow rates, we note in Figure 5.6 that unlike the heterogeneous 

nature of the interactions at the lower gas velocity of 0.3 where dl three types, particle- 

particle, particle-agglomerate and interagglomerate interactions play an important role, 

when the gas velocity was raised to 0.8 merely particle-particle interactions are present 



with negligible particle-agglomerate and no agglomerate-agglomerate interactions. This 

result supports the above conclusion that 'high' gas velocities improve the quaiity of 

fluidization. However, high gas velocities pose the problem of particle elutriation 

especirilly in tic case of fine polxden n.hich rire the focus of our study. 

7.3 Simidation of a gas flziidized CO hesive po~vder - vibration-assisted fluidization 

Another method that is suggested in the literature to improve the fluidizability of fine 

powdee is to aid the hydrodynarnic forces with extemal vibration of the fluidizer. A 

vertical vibration of the fluidized bed vessel with constant amplitude and frequency is 

normally utilized. h our earlier work. we have simulaied the effect of pure vibration on 

a cohesive powder and observed induced agglomention and deagglomeration in the 

absence of air. h experiments of vibrated beds, we do however have air inside the bed 

even in the absence of flow which we have now taken into account. 

Mon et al [6] have used an acoustic field at the bottom of the fluidized bed in their 

experiments which reportedly break the agglomerates and enable homogeneous 

fluidization of the powder. Eccles et a[ [16] have successfully simulated the gas 

fluidization of powden in a vertically agitated vessel for drymg processes to increase the 

mass trmsfer rate. In o u  simulation run, we study the mechanical effects of vibration 

on the cohesiveness and hydrodynamics of the powder bed. 



In this simulation, we vibrate the wall particles in Figure 5.7 at an amplitude A = 0.5 and 

a dimensionless frequency f = 0.1 (characteristic frequency = l/dimensionless time = 

l/time taken by a single particle to travel through its radius at its terminal velocity) 

which cmeqmnds to 3 M z .  Figure 5 8 represents the characteristics nf the cohesive 

bed of Powder B with gas velocity as 0.3 in the presence of extemal vibration. Powder 

B under vibration is termed as Powder BV. The agitated container transfers part of its 

kinetic energy to fluidized particles during collisions. The cornpetition behveen the 

hydrodynamic and vibratory forces leads to an effective cohesiveness of the powder. As 

seen in this figure, agglomeration has been greatly reduced by the supplementary energy 

provided by the vibration. Merely 10% of the bed had agglomerated to mostly form 

clusters which are loosely held together after a short initial cohesive behaviour. 

Figure 5.9 indicates a clear improvement in the particle interactions Le., particle 

interactions restricted to single particles with no aggregates playing a role. 

The real advantage of vibration-assisted fluidization in the case of fine powders lies in 

the fact that aithough as in the previous sub-section 7.2, hi& operating velocities help to 

destabilize the agglornerates, they also lead to elutriation of the fine (especially those 

with very low densities) powders. Also in the case of catalytic reactions, the reaction 

rate may Limit the superficial gas velocities to lower values to achieve longer residence 

times. To simultaneously operate at lower gas velocities and still achieve near- 



homogeneous fluidization, mechanical vibration can be an effective technique as 

observed in the simulation of Powder BV. 

7 4! Si.-m!fatien Q I  fa gm,fltiidized cohesh)e pwder - tnpered beh. 

A third technique to possibly improve the fluidizability of cohesive fine powders is to 

Vary the geometry of the Buidized bed itself. In our experimental study carried out 

earlier [ 5 ] ,  we successfully improved the homogeneous fluidization of a strongly 

cohesive cryogel using a conical fluidized bed at high velocities. The expanding bed 

area in the upward direction enhanced particle convection and the maximum gas 

velocity near the distributor caused the agglomerates at the bonom to break into finer 

particles. Particles were circulated in a cyclic fashion with upward carry-over by the gas 

at the center of the bed and downward descent near the inclined walls. See Figure 5.10 

for the simulation ce11 of a tapered bed. 

Using Stokesian Dynamics and the agglomeration-deagglomeration model, we simulated 

the behaviour of Powder B in a tapered bed of expanding cross-section. Powder B used 

in a tapered bed is referred to as Powder BT. The width of the distributor was 14.0 and 

the walls were at an angle of 14" to the vertical as in our earlier experirnents. For 

cornparison with rectangular beds, we used the same dimensionless air flow rate (35 x 

0.3) as in Powder B whiie keeping d l  parameters same includhg the size of the unit ce11 

as shown in Figure 5.10. The velocity however reduces as the air nses in the tapered 

bed. Results showed that there is a slight improvement in the quaiity of fluidization of 



the cohesive powder with nearly 80% of the bed having agglomerated as opposed to the 

entire bed in the case of Powder B. The size of the large agglomerates is also seen to be 

slightly reduced. We attribute this slight improvement in the fluidizability to the low 

flow rate of the air. In Our evpe~rnents on tapered beds, we ohserved that at low flow 

rates close to minimum fluidization conditions, agglomerates are formed even in tapered 

beds Forming a cylindrical core. It was only at hi& flow rates corresponding to greater 

than hvice the u* value that particle convection plays a major role in the hydrodynarnics 

eventually leading to more agglomerates being destroyed at the bottom of the conical 

bed causing homogeneous fluidization. 

We observed a pronounced irnprovement in the fluidizability of Powder BT at a higher 

flow rate of (35.0 x 0.6) as s h o w  in Figure 5.1 1 compared to the agglomerated bed 

characteristics of Powder B (rectangular fluidized bed). 



8. Cohesive powder diagram 

For ease of understanding of the physical importance of our two model parameters E and 

EiMIN, ive ~ C ~ ~ C S C A ~  ihem k i ~  a iobes;lve powdcr d i a g a i  rqrcscntcd by Figurc 5.12 

based on our understanding of their behaviour from experiments and simulation. The 

purpose of this diagram is to elaborate on the influence of the physical properties of fine 

powders on the formation and destruction of agglomerates through the model 

parameten. The figure contains hvo plot types (a) a set of three-dimensional plots of 

agglomerate sine da, vs superficial gas velocity u" vs EcM3 for various E (hvo values 

0.25 and 0.75 of cohesivity are shown in the figure) and (b) d,, vs minimum 

fluidization velocity, unir for a given solid density and fluidizing gas. The origh O 

represents a fixed bed of a non-cohesive powder while the horizontal axis represents 

non-cohesive conditions. Weakly cohesive powders A and C and strongly cohesive 

powder B, D and F reported in our earlier paper [IO] are represented on a single vertical 

plane (marked by dotted lines) for an identical gas velocity of 0.3. Powder B when 

fluidized at double the velocity (ua = 0.6) is represented by Powder BHV. The two 

warped triangular surfaces shown perpendicular to the plane of the paper correspond to E 

values of 0.25 and 0.75 respectively for weak and strong cohesivities. Each point on 

these warped surfaces represent a combination of a given cohesive powder fluidized by a 

given gas at a particular superficial velocity. If the projection of such a point for any 

Powder X at a particular operating gas velocity onto the d, vs u d  plane Lies to the nght 

of the d, vs u d  curve, the agglomerated bed will be fluidized (Powders A,C, F and 



BHV), othewise the agglomerated bed may be partially fluidized or even defluidized 

(Powden B and D). In effect, the intersections of the projection of da, vs u d  curve and 

the warped surfaces give the minimum fluidization condition (u" = LI&) of the cohesive 



9. Conclusions 

Following Our earlier work on the simulation of fluidization of cohesive powders using 

the Stokesian Dynamics method and our aeglomeration-deagglomeration model, we 

now have simulated three techniques of improving the fluidizability of fine powders 

which nonnally exhibit poor gas fluidization due to the influence of the interparticle 

forces. 

To recapitulate, the two model parameten of our model are the (a) the minimum energy 

level EcniM for collisions to be 'reactive', i-e.. agglomerative or deagglomerative and @) 

the cohesivity E of the powder. Macroscopic bed characteristics such as bond energies 

of the aggregates and their effective diameter and circularities were estimated from the 

microscopie simulations results. 

At first, we simulated as a basic case the cohesive fluidization of a Powder B which had 

E = 0.75 and EcMM = 0.0 without any intention of improving its hydrodynunics. This 

simulation at a gas velocity of 0.3 was the reference for all other simulations to venfy 

the influence of the various techniques adopted. 

Gas fluidization of the strongly cohesive Powder B caused the formation of aggregates 

of unifom size of about 3.0 called 'clusters' which fomed 10% of the bed mas. 

Nearly 90% of the bed mass fomed the large-shed 'agglomerates'. Simulation of 



Powder B also indicates a gradua1 increase in the magnitude of the bond energy of the 

systern. The effective diameter of the agglomerates reaches a maximum of 6.0. This 

behaviour has been commonly observed in strongly cohesive powders such as cryogels 

[9]. Another interesting relation to evperiments ohserved in the simulation of highly 

cohesive powden is the defluidization of the bed due to agglomeration leading to 

unstable channelling. 

Considering the formation and destruction of agglomerates as reversible reactions with 

three types of interactions viz., particle-particle (Ki), particle-agglomerate (K2) and 

agglomerate-agglomerate (Ki), we find that interagglomerate interactions in the case of 

the strongly cohesive Powder B play a decisive role in determining its behaviour under 

the given gas flow conditions. For such a strongly cohesive powder, higher values of 

EcMa have already been shown to reduce agglomeration and to favour homogeneous 

fluidization of the powder [ 1 O]. 

The first technique that we used to improve the fluidization quality of Powder B is to 

operate the fluidized bed at high gas velocities at values much greater than the minimum 

fluidization velocity of the particles. The gas velocity used was 0.8. At this velocity we 

observed that fewer agglornerates were formed at a smaller size range (3.0 - 4.0). 

Unlike the basic case, the strength of the bonds were rnuch reduced by nearly a factor of 

10 and only 25% of the bed had formed aggiomerates and clusters as opposed to the 

entire bed of Powder B which had agglomerated and defluidized at the air velocity of 



0.3. At the higher gas velocity we also note that particle-particle interactions is the most 

dominant type. The disadvantage in this method is that the fine particles would be 

entrained by the gas at high flow rates which could also be limited by process 

requirements. 

Simulations of Powder B when the 'fired' particles forming the wall of the fluidized bed 

were vibrated at an amplitude of 0.5 and frequency of 0.1 revealed interesting results. 

Not only did the addition of the extemal vibratory force destroy the agglomerates, but 

the vibrated powder nearly reached a state of homogeneous fluidization. Only 10% of 

the bed had formed weak ciusters. 

Simulations of the cohesive powder B in a tapered bed (wall angle = 14') whose cross- 

section increases with height at the same flow rate as in a rectangular bed showed a 

slight improvement in the fluidizability. However, at a higher air flow rate of 0.6, the 

powder formed few ciusters and showed a better quality of fluidization. Experiments on 

cryogels in a conical fluidizer at high air velocities (twice the minimum fluidization 

velocity) markedly irnproved the fluidizability of the hi@y cohesive powden with 

intense particle circulation and hornogeneous fluidization. Howevcr, the same 

experiments showed that at lower velocities near incipient fluidization, agglomerates 

formed at the core of the bed. 



From the current simulations we conclude that a combination of high velocity gas 

fluidization assisted by vibration at the bonom of the bed can greatly improve the 

fluidizability of cohesive powders by destroying the agglomerates which are usually 

formed. 

We also have presented a cohesive powder diagram which relates our experimental 

understanding of the behaviour of cohesive powder under fluidized conditions to the 

proposed mode1 parameten for simulation and operating conditions. The diagam 

qualitatively allows to find suitable operating conditions for the satisfactory fluidization 

of a given cohesive powder. 



10. List of Symbols 

Aggregate number (1, 2 , 3  etc) 

Amplitude o f  vibration (dimension las) 

Aggregate Element Matrix (dimension = total nurnber of particles) 

Particle radius 

Co hesive bond energy 

Co hesive bond energy 

Bond Energy Matrix (dimension = totai number of particles) 

Diarneter of the particles 

Effective diameter of aggregates (dimeter of circle having area equal to 

that of the aggregate) 

ColIisionaI energy 

Minimum collisional energy 

Frequency of vibration (dimensiodess) 

Gravi tational acceleration 

Hausner ratio (tapped bulk densitylloose bulk density) 

Equiiibrium constant 

Aggregate label after deagglomeration 

Aggregate label &er aggiomeration 

Mass o f  particle 

Total number of simulated particles 



Nm 

Nf 

n 

r 

t 

U 

P, uinf 

X 

x,y,z 

Number of fluidizable particles 

Number of fixed (distributor) particles 

Number concentration of  aggregates 

h!erparticle sepqticn 

Time 

Particle velocity vector 

Superficial velocity of the Buid 

Position vector of particles (x,, x,, x,) 

Coordinate axes 

Si f &scripts 

A Aggregate 

XJ,Z 3D vector components 

M,N Partide labels 

p*Q Aggregate or particle labels (as the case may be) 

MDW Aggregate labels after deagglomeration 

MN Aggregate label after agglomeration 

Greek Ietters 

E Fraction of kinetic energy transformed into cohesive bond energy 

(cohescvify) 

Linear density @uIk densitylsolid density) 



Single particle terminal velocity (characteristic velocity) 

Viscosity of the Buid 

Aggregate 

Number concentration 
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Figure 5.1 Relationship between mode1 parameters and Geldart powder types 
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Figure 5.3 Bed characteristics of a strongly cohesive powder (basic case) 



Figure 5.4 Defluidization of a strongly cohesive powder 
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Figure 5.5 Bed characteristics at high velocity fluidization 
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Figure 5.6 Effect of gas velocity on particle interactions 
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Figure 5.8 Influence of vibration on the hydrodynamics of a gas fluidized 

cohesive powder 
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Figure 5.9 Effect of vibration on particle interactions 
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Figure 5.1 1 Tapered bed characteristics 



Figure 5.12 Cohesive powder d i a m  



CONCLUSIONS 

A foundation for a simulation technique allowing to predict the macroscopic behaviour 

of vibrated and gas fluidized cohesive fine powdee has been made. Fintly. we have 

simulated 300 spheres in a trapezoidal container vibrated vertically at an amplitude of 

2.5 mm and a frequrncy of 10 Hz. Next. we have introduced a microscopie model of 

cohesion processes in powders (powder chemisfry) and carried out the simulations 

involving agglomention-deagglomeration. In theses simulations. the particles are 

allowed to f o m  aggregates during collisions. The process is controlled by the energy 

bamer given by the mode1 parameter EcMN. The fraction of the collisional energy 

transformed i nto cohesive bond energy during such reactive (agglomentive or 

deagglomerative) collisions was represented by the second model parameter E. Break- 

up of aggregates occurs when the collisional energy exceeds the strengths of 'weak' 

bonds in the colliding bodies. From the perspective of chernical reactions, the 

agglomention-deagglomeration phenornena were considered to be reversible reactions 

with three types of interactions viz particle-particle (equilibrium constant KI), particle- 

aggregate (equilibrium constant Kz), aggregate-aggregate (equilibrium constant K3). 

Simulation of four cohesive powders I,I?I (weakly cohesive), II and N (strongly 

cohesive) were carried out by varying both model parameters. Macroscopic resdts such 

as cohesive bond energies of aggregates, their effective diameters and circularities were 



extracted from the rnicroscopic simulation results viz positions and velocities of the 

particles and their various cohesive bond energies. 

The macroscopic results indicate that in the case of the weakiy cohesive powden, the 

aggregates are of constant minimum size (4 mm) called ciusters having weak cohesive 

bond energies of the order of 10'~ and having no significant effect on the density or 

velocity distributions in the bed. Also, nearly 30 % of the bed mass had formed clzisters 

which were formed mainiy due to particle-particle interactions. In the case of strongly 

cohesive powders, besides 10% of the bed forming uni forni-size cliwers, more than 

80% of the bed mass had formed larger agglomerares of size in the range 5-30 mm and 

whose cohesive bond energies were of the order of 10' J. Here. the formation of 

aggregates included al1 three types of interactions mentioned above. Simulation of 

powder I in a rectangular container exhibited vibromobilization only at the top and 

bottom of the bed. 

In conclusiono the value of E had a proportional control on the strength and size of the 

aggregates and their mass fractions while Ecm determined mainly the starting time of 

agglomeration, t,. Another interesting feature reveded by the simulation is that the first 

half of the vibratory cycle promotes agglomeration while the second half causes 

dominance of break-up O E aggregates. 



The conditions for satisfactory fluidization of fine powden would be low values of E and 

high vaiues of EcLIM Larger values of EchlM have to be used in simulations to observe 

significant influence on the cohesivity of the powder. How do we modifi a fine powder 

to increase Echfm and diminish E ? These are questions of considerable practical 

signiticance. 

Gas fliridized powders: 

Preliminq simulations on FCC powder using the Stokesian Dynamics method yielded 

results which characterïze the particle motion and the bed characteristics such as bubble 

size etc.. which were thrn compared with experirnental data arising from Radioactive 

Particle Tncking method (for comparing particle velocities) and the Fiber-optic method 

(for quantifjing the characteristics of bubbling beds). The cornparison with expenments 

showed acceptable agreement between simulation and experirnent given the limitation 

on the size of the system that is simulated owing to the limitation on computing power 

by the availabie resources. 

We then simuIate the behaviour of cohesive fine powders in gas fluidized conditions by 

combining our powder chemistry mode1 with the Stokesian Dynamics method. Initially, 

we sirnulate the cohesioniess simulation of fuie powders using 128 fluidizable particles 

of 20pm size with 10 fixed particles forming the distributor at the bottom of the bed. In 

this case, we considered particle collisions to be elastic and the gas velocity at 0.3. We 



observe the finely fluidized state of the bed as well as the formation and destruction of 

bubbles as \vas observed in their work. The expanded bed porosity of this bed was in 

agreenirnt with the Richardson and Zaki model of homogeneous fluidization. 

Fo llowi ng simulations inc lude the agglomeration and deagglomeration mechanims 

descnbrd by the powder chemistry model. The two model panmeters were the (a) the 

minimum energy level for collisions to be 'reactive', Le.. agglornerative or 

deagglomentive and (b) the cohesivity E of the powder. Four powders A,C which are 

weakly cohesive and B.D which are strongly cohesive were studied. Powden A,B had 

no energy bmier for cohesion whrreas C.D had EcMM = 0.5. Macroscopic bed 

characteristics such as bond energies of the aggregates and their effective diameter and 

circularities were estimated from the rnicroscopic simulation results. 

Gas fluidization of weakly cohesive powders caused the formation of aggregates of 

uniform size of about 3.0 called ~clusters' here which formed 30% of the bed mass. 

Nearly 10% of the bed m a s  formed the large-sized 'agglomerates'. The instantaneous 

bond energies indicate aggregates held together by weak bonds characteristic of Group 

AC particles. Simulations of strongly cohesive powders indicate a gradua1 increase in 

the magnitude of the bond energy of the system. The effective diameter of the 

agglomerates reaches a maximum of 6.0. More than 90% of the bed had formed 

aggiomerates in chis case while the rest remained as weak clusten. This behaviour has 

been cornmody observed in strongly cohesive powders such as cryogels. Another 



interesting relation to experiments observed in the simulation of highly cohesive 

powders is the de-fluidization of the bed due to agglomeration leading to unstable 

channeling. The estimated u,f values of the particles and the clusten were well below 

the fluid velocity unlike the u,f of the agglomentes which was higher. 

Considering the formation and destruction of agglomentes as reversible reactions, we 

find that particle-particle interactions in the case of weakly cohesive powders and 

particle-particle. interagglomerate interactions in the case of strongly cohesive powders 

play a decisive role in drtermining their behaviour under the given gas flow conditions. 

For a strongly cohesive powder. higher values of EcLIM reduces agglomeration and 

favours homogeneous fluidization of the powder. 

Conclusively. low values of the cohesivity and high d u e s  of EcLIH have bren found to 

improve the gas fluidizability of cohesive fine powders. 

Our integration of the Stokesian Dynamics method with the powder chemistiy mode1 

helps to extract the macroscopic properties of cohesive powders fiom rnicroscopic 

simulation resuits. This simulation technique paves a way for hirther detailed studies on 

the behaviour of cohesive fine powden under gas fluidized conditions. 

FoIIowing our earlier work on the simulation of fluidization of cohesive powden using 

the Stokesian Dynamics method and our aggiomeration-deaggiorneration model, we 



have simulated three techniques of irnproving the fluidizability of fine powden which 

normally exhibit poor gas fluidization due to the influence of the interparticle forces. 

The first technique that we used to improve the fluidization quality of Powder D is to 

opente the Buidized bed at high gas velocities at values much greater than the minimum 

fluidization velocity of the particles. The gas velocity used was 0.8. At this velocity we 

observed that fewer agglomerates were formed at a smaller size range (3.0 - 4.0). 

Unlike the basic case, the strength of the bonds were much reduced by nearly a factor of 

10 and only 25% of the bed had formed agglornerates and clusters as opposed to the 

entire bed of Powder D which had agglomerated and defluidized at the air velocity of 

O .  At the highrr gas velocity we also note that particle-particle interactions is the most 

dominant type. The disadvantage in this method is that the fine particles would be 

entrained by the gas at high flow rates which could also bç limited by process 

requirements. 

Simulations of Powder D when the 'fixed' particles forming the wall of the fluidized bed 

were vibrated at an amplitude of 0.5 and frequency of 0.1 revealed interesting results. 

Not only did the addition of the extemal vibratory force destroy the agglomerates, but 

the vibrated powder nearly reached a state of homogeneous fluidiwtion. Only 10% of 

the bed had fonned weak clusters. 



Simulations of the cohesive powder D in a tapered bed (wall angle = 14') whose cross- 

section increases with height at the same flow rate as in a rectangular bed showed a 

slight improvernent in the fluidizability. However, at a higher air flow rate of 0.6, the 

powder formed few clusters and showed a better quality of fluidization. Expenrnents on 

cryogek in a conicai fluidizer at hi& air velocities (twice the minimum fluidization 

velocity) markedly improved the fluidizability of the highly cohesive powders with 

intense particle circulation and homogeneous fluidization. However, the same 

experiments showed that at lower velocities near incipient fluidization, agglomerates 

fomed at the core of the bed. 

From the current simulations we conclude that a combination of hi& velocity gas 

tluidization assisted by vibration at the bottom of the bed cm greatly improve the 

fluidizability of cohesive powders by destroying the agglomerates which are usually 

formed. 

We also have presented a cohesive powder diagram which relates our expenmental 

understanding of the behaviour of cohesive powder under fluidized conditions to the 

proposed model parameters for simulation and operating conditions. The diagram 

quaiitatively allows to find suitable operating conditions for the satisfactory fluidization 

of a given cohesive powder. 



RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the limitations and lessons lemed from the Molecular Dynarnics simulations 

of vibrated beds and simulation of gas fluidized powden using the Stokesian Dynamics 

method, the following recommendations are suggested for future work: 

1. Accelention of the Stokesian Dynarnics method. i.e., fast estimation of the 

resistance matrix: The matrix inverse is already speeded-up by a factor of two 

by using the Cholesky factorization technique for symmetric. positive-definite 

matrices compared to the classical LU decomposition. The speed c m  be further 

irnproved by matrix partitioning which is a must especially for large systems 

with thousands of particles to be simulated. 

2. Modifi the Stokesian Dynamics simulation package for multi-sized particle 

systems. This requires aitenng the Ewald-summed mobility matrix and the 

lubrication matrix. 

3.  Simulate larger fluidized bed systerns (N> 1000) using the accelerated Stokesian 

Dynamics package. 

4. Mode1 the relation between the cohesion mode1 parameters and physicd 

properties of fme powden. 



5.  Based on the above modeling, estimate value ranges of the mode1 parameters for 

Group A. AC and C powden of Geldart's classification. 

6. The author hopes that in the near future, rigorous modeling would be done to 

develop Navier-Stokes dynamics to simulate the gas fluidization of coarser 

powden which rnight involve estimation of a particle-interaction matrix which is 

also a hnction of the nuid velocity. 
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APPENDIX 1 Radioactive Particle Tracking method 

The system used in this research employs Nd detectors. The mapping is carried out by 

Monte Car10 calculation with panmeten such as the y-- linear attenuation coefficient 

adjusted to fit count-rates rneasured at a numher of calibntion positions. For particle 

tracking. the tlow follower positions are calculated using a least-squares approach. 

Radioactive tracer 

The tracer particle is made up of a mixture of gold  AU'^^ and rpoxy resin. The arnount 

of resin in the tracer is such that the hydrodynamics of the tracer is close to that of the 

bed particles whereas the minimum amount of gold in the tracer is restricted by the 

minimum amount that cm be used in the nuclear reactor. The tracer is activated in the 

SLOWPOKE nuclear reactor of Ecole Polytechnique. The N d  detectors which detect 

the y-rays saturate at about 10' counts/s. 

Counting system 

Each NaI(T1) detector is comected to a non-NIM amplifier and bias supply workstation 

(EG & G ORTEC ACE Mate 925) which provides voltage distribution to the IO-stage 

PMT via a photomultiplier base (EG & G ORTEC PMB mode1 266) as well as signal 

amplification and discrimination (SCA mode). The discriminators are set to accept only 

pulses corresponding to full energy deposited in the detector. Thus y-rays which 

Compton scatter in the reactor are rejected. The logic pulses from the discriminaton are 



sent to a personal computer which contains eight multichannel scaiing boards (EG & G 

ORTEC ACE-MCS 4096 channels). Data are acquired simultaneously for the detectors. 

When the MCS buffee are full (after 4096 counting intervals of 30 ms each), the 

acquisition is momentarily interrupted and the data are transferred and stored in binary 

format on the PC RAM. It is retriggered d e r  data transfer by a ïTL signal sent in 

series to the input boards. AAer a tracking experiment, which lasts typically 6-1 2 hours, 

the acquired data are transf'ned to the PC hard disk and then converted to the ASCU 

format before being sent via an RS-232 interface to a fast computer (IBM RS/6000 370) 

where the tracer CO-ordinates are reconstmcted fiorn the y-ray counts. 




